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PREFACE

The term self-government is richly evocative. In some places, it calls up visions of independence and freedom for the oppressed and images of release from colonial exploitation. The term has different connotations for citizens of the independent nation-state, who may mean by it an escape from bureaucracies and public routines. An advantage to the use of the term is that its meaning is more concrete than self-determination, and the sphere of activities it describes is more explicitly political. Two problems with the use of the concept are that it applies to both groups and individuals and that it applies to all levels of modern government—national, state, regional, and local.

Our overriding goal in this study is to assess Alaska Native self-government in the context of American politics. In this context, the concept means "home-rule" and an orientation to the self control of groups at the level of the state or local community rather than at the level of national independence movements. The definitions of self-government we give below are at a moderately high level of abstraction; they are not conceptually complete or operationally precise, nor are they a model against which we attempt to rigorously test the experience of Alaska Natives. Rather, we use them as very rough yardsticks which, we think, are appropriate measures of political change, given the nature and complexities of the problem before us.

Although our central theme is the self-government of Alaska Natives, we devote considerable attention below to three subsidiary themes: the development of Native leadership, the development of a Native land claims movement in Alaska, and the formation and experiences of the North Slope Borough, the only Native-controlled regional government in the United States operating under a state's constitution and laws. We use the North Slope Borough as a kind of limiting case study, for we believe it represents concretely an advanced form of self-government for Alaska Natives.

Admittedly, the North Slope Borough is a unique case. The major condition explaining its development is the vast petroleum field at Prudhoe Bay, which is currently equalled nowhere else in North America. This was a necessary but not a sufficient foundation for the present form of Native self-government in Alaska's Arctic. To understand the factors contributing to the development of self-government on the North Slope requires an investigation of the land claims movement, for it developed a common interest and awareness among Natives and exposed them to common group patterns. And, understanding the land claims movement, in turn, requires a focus on the development of Native leadership.

We do not argue that regional government is necessary in order that
Natives achieve self-government (although we believe that it does facilitate self-government). The antipoverty campaign of the 1960s and the Native Land Claims Settlement Act of 1971 provided other vehicles through which Native self-government can be realized—Native regional and village corporations, regional nonprofit associations, Native-controlled school districts, and the like. What we hope to show is the multiplicity of patterns, the mosaic of groups, through which Alaska Natives in the 1960s and 1970s have been able to achieve some measure of self-government, compared to the absence of plural vehicles in previous times.

We treat here, then, the self-government of Alaska Natives as a manifestation of their political development as groups. We have studied their formation into regional and statewide associations and their pursuit of social justice and equal treatment. We do not emphasize the ability of Alaska Natives individually to choose independent styles of life and to develop personally, which sometimes may be at variance with that of their group.

Political development, as we use the term, thus implies among other things the progressive capability of a group to bargain, reach favorable accommodations, and generally to cope effectively with other groups in the broader political (state and national) environment in which it functions by choice or necessity or both. In this sense, a group to some extent becomes politically assimilated as it becomes more effectively self-governing. Our analysis of Native self-government therefore has an unavoidable "assimilationist" strain, in the particular sense in which we use the term here. But our effort is to focus on phenomena of group political change and not to make implicit or explicit judgments about the values of social and cultural assimilation as applied to Alaska Natives.

We would like to describe briefly our basic sources and methods. We relied most heavily on (1) personal interviews, (2) a survey of newspapers and periodicals, (3) an analysis of government documents and hearings transcripts, (4) secondary sources—books, articles, consultant and government agency reports, and (5) personal observations. The chapter notes and selected references indicate most of the materials reviewed in the preparation of this study.

The interviews were conducted as part of a study of the political institutional development of the North Slope Borough, under the auspices of the Man in the Arctic Program of the Institute of Social and Economic Research, University of Alaska. More than seventy persons were contacted in these interviews; they provided the basis for observations in Chapter 6 and influenced the interpretation of data elsewhere.

To recapture the events of the 1960s in Native Alaska and put events
into perspective, we read all issues of the Tundra Times, Alaska's oldest Native newspaper. This source was balanced with other state newspapers, particularly the Anchorage Daily News.

In the analysis of factors leading to change in Native Alaska and in the interpretation of land claims, particularly the congressional resolution of the claims, we used the extensive hearings record of the campaign and related state and federal government documents and reports. We also reviewed the available secondary literature on Alaska Natives. Finally, both of us have engaged in direct, personal observations of Native politics in the state, and these have contributed to our conclusions.
CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Natives in Alaska are the largest minority group in the state, constituting in 1980 approximately one-sixth of the state's total population. Although sub-groups are clearly identifiable, we are concerned here with the Eskimo, Indian, and Aleut peoples, who are usually referred to collectively as "Alaska Natives." Most Eskimos, comprising more than half of the Native population, have traditionally lived along the northern, western, and southern coasts of the state—near the Arctic Ocean, the Bering Sea, Kodiak Island, and down to Kachemak Bay. Major areas of Indian habitation include the vast interior of the state and areas near the southcentral coast and along the southeastern coast. Together, the Indian groups constitute more than one-third of the state's Native population. The Aleuts, an Eskimoid people, make up the smallest of the three Native ethnic groups. Their traditional area lies along the Alaska Peninsula and the Aleutians (see Map 1).

Despite differences in values, living patterns, and language, there are important common elements among these Native groups. One of the most important of these is that they have relied traditionally on a subsistence economy based on seasonal harvesting of the resources of the land and water. It was in large part from those harvesting activities that the characteristics of the traditional Native cultures derived. Now, however, all these groups have been confronted with a western culture characterized by technological and bureaucratic complexity and a competitive, cash-based economy.

Today there exists among Natives a wide range of individual and communal responses to the forces of the dominant culture. Although there are many instances of individual Natives integrating themselves into the larger society successfully, they are proportionately few. For large numbers of Natives, the confrontation of the two cultures has resulted in economic hardship and cultural dislocation rather than equal participation in the economic, social, and political life of contemporary Alaska.

We are concerned here with the extent to which this large and multi-pressured Native community has organized itself for self-government. By self-government, we mean basic control over decisions affecting the life of the individual or the group. This includes the structure and process of making decisions—procedural matters, such as whether the group is treated as equal to other groups under national, state, and local legal systems; whether Native interests are represented in state and national decision-making bodies; and whether Natives are able to organize their local political affairs with some significant degree of autonomy.
But by self-government we also mean Native control over the substance of Native society, including its economic pursuits, distinctive life-style, and unique environment. First, we wish to determine the ability of Alaska Natives to defend their subsistence livelihood as they move more fully into the modern, western cash economy, and to consider the extent to which Natives have found economic security—that is, have developed ways to support themselves off the land, through wage employment, or a combination of both, without relying on government assistance. Second, we wish to determine the degree to which Native Alaskans have been able to exercise control over elements of their cultural system—language, customs, habitual life style—as they move into greater contact with whites. And third, we seek to examine the degree to which Native communities have been able to control their social and natural environment—to protect the homogeneous character of their communities and maintain the ecological balance of the environment in which they live.

Measurements of degrees of self-government are difficult because of the lack of operational statements and appropriate indices, which could be used to compare the extent of self-government among the various Alaska Native communities (or contrasted with those of white groups and communities in the state.) For the purposes of this discussion, however, we propose to use these rough measures:

- Development of structures or institutions—political, social, and economic—which are primarily Native in composition and which pursue Native goals and aspirations.
- Native participation in local, state, and federal programs which affect them, and Native influence on program goals.
- Development of economic security and capability to protect Native cultural and environmental values.
- Change in Native perceptions, reflecting belief in greater control over individual and community life.

Our comments below refer primarily to Natives living in “rural Alaska,” 2 (excluding the Southeastern Indians for reasons given below) during the period from statehood (1959) to the present.

The 1970 census placed the Native population in Alaska at 51,528, of a total statewide population of 302,173. 3 Natives in 1970 and today live generally along the extensive seacoast and the major inland waterways, with the majority far removed from the non-Native population centers. Although Natives represent only 17 percent of the state’s population, they constitute
68 percent of the population of northern and western Alaska, which are wholly rural regions. Fully 60 percent of the total Native population, but only 6 percent of non-Natives, are located in those regions.

The geographic separation of Natives and non-Natives can also be seen in the rural-urban breakdown. While 57 percent of the total non-Native population is located in the Anchorage and Fairbanks census areas, only 14 percent of the Native population lives in those areas. Approximately 70 percent of the Native population lives in 165 villages with populations between 25 and 2,500. Fifty percent lives in villages with populations less than 500.4

Native villages, except for those in the southeastern area and some whaling villages, do not have a long history. Historically, much of the Native population was characterized by geographic mobility and seasonal migrations. Contact with whites eventually led to Native settlement in more permanent communities, with population aggregations resulting initially from commercial contacts. Later, the attraction of certain public services, particularly education and medical care, accelerated the process. Today, although many Natives retain some elements of seasonal mobility in their resource utilization patterns, Native life is centered in permanent villages varying in size from settlements of just a few families, to the four predominantly Native communities of more than 1,000 residents—Barrow, Bethel, Kotzebue, and Nome (see Map 2).

Thus, today most Alaska Natives live in villages of less than 3,000 inhabitants, not in large towns or cities. Notwithstanding some rural-urban mobility and strong urban ties of many rural Natives, we believe the Native experience in Alaska is defined by residence, justifying our focus on Natives in rural areas. While many of our comments and observations refer to general patterns of rural Native organization and life-style, we will attempt where possible to suggest regional variations—especially insofar as there are important differences in the style of political growth and change in some regions (e.g., among Arctic Slope Eskimos) that have not manifested themselves in other regions.

In addition to our focus on rural Natives, we will also concentrate on developments affecting Natives outside southeastern Alaska. The southeastern Native communities—and we mean particularly the Tlingit-Haida Indian villages—are different from other Native communities in the state in several important respects. First, the region they occupy is geographically distant from other centers of Native cultures, and ecologically distinct. Second, this area is characterized by a precontact system of organized tribal associations. These political structures permitted the southeastern Natives to respond to white immigration more effectively than those of any other Native regions in the state. Third, southeastern Natives have had the longest
continuing contact with white outsiders, contacts enduring more than 100 years, which have deeply influenced Native customs and patterns of community life. And fourth, southeastern Natives succeeded in gaining a settlement to their land claims earlier than other Alaska Natives. Their roles in statewide Native mobilization will be considered below, but the factors contributing to the distinctiveness and separate development of the southeast fall outside the scope of this study.

In the analysis of communities which span millennia and which have been the object of much scientific attention, it is especially necessary to delimit time. A large number of early works document the post-contact history of Native communities in the state. These include anthropological and sociological investigations of life in single villages or culture areas and first-person accounts of whaling captains, trappers, and missionaries who began a new course of change in Native societies. They also include summary accounts collecting these observations and analyzing differences among regions and rates of change and acculturation in Native communities. In addition, renewed interest by Alaska Natives in their own past has spurred historical research by Natives, including the collection of oral histories.

We thus start this study with a description of Native communities at the time of statehood. This is a clear dividing point, for it marked the end of struggle by whites for political self-determination while postponing the issue of Native rights in land and self-government indefinitely. We end the study with the most recent data available on Alaska Native communities, focusing on that community of Natives—the North Slope Inupiat Eskimos—which has attained and practiced an advanced form of regional self-government for 8 years as of this writing.

Endnotes

1This usage is preferred by Alaska Eskimos, Indians, and Aleuts when referring to aboriginal groups collectively or statewide. It avoids calling Eskimos “Indians,” identifying Indians as “Eskimos,” or Aleuts as either.
2In Alaska, the term “rural” is used generally to mean areas outside the major urbanized regions centering on Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau.
5The Aleuts had earlier contacts historically, but these were discontinuous.
6U.S. Department of the Interior, Office of the Secretary, Economic Development of the American Indians and Eskimos, 1930 through 1967: A Bibliography, by Marjorie P. Snodgrass, Bibliography Series No. 10 (Washington,
CHAPTER 2
ALASKA NATIVE COMMUNITIES AT THE TIME OF STATEHOOD

Socioeconomic Situation

When statehood was achieved in 1959, socioeconomic conditions in Native Alaska were those of substantial poverty. Housing, sanitation, health, education, income—all were far below norms necessary for the maintenance and enhancement of community and individual well-being. Comparisons between the Alaska Native population and the non-Native populations of the state and nation show clearly that the Alaska Native population was a seriously disadvantaged sector.¹

Housing

Native housing was definitely substandard. Typical dwellings in Native villages were small, crowded, constructed of inferior materials, and poorly ventilated and heated. Well water was available for no more than 20 percent of these residences; sewage facilities were found in only 3 percent.² Such conditions were conducive to the dissemination of a variety of diseases, especially respiratory infections and enteric diseases.

More than 90 percent of Native housing needed substantial rehabilitation or replacement. In 1965, only 400 out of 7,500 units were sound, and only half were suitable for rehabilitation; an estimated 344 new units were needed annually due to population increases. However, only an estimated 1 percent of the Natives had the means to obtain adequate housing through their own efforts in the private market. Close to 100 percent of the Native population was estimated to be eligible for public housing programs.³

Where available, electrical power in rural Alaska was provided primarily by privately operated generators and local, village-owned facilities. However, in 1960 most villages had neither generation facilities nor community-wide distribution systems; lighting and heating depended on traditional methods with their consequent hazards.

Health

The health conditions of Natives in the early 1960s were approximately one-quarter century behind those of the rest of the United States, as seen by comparing selected health statistics for Natives with those for non-Native Alaskans and for the U.S. population generally.

Infant death rates were particularly high. The neonatal (under 29 days) infant death rate for Alaska Natives was almost twice as high as that for the total U.S. population. The rate of Native infant deaths occurring in the
postneonatal age group (up to one year, when the child is usually in the home) was more than four times the rate for the U.S. population as a whole.\textsuperscript{4}

Death rates by age group show a high incidence of early death for Alaska Natives. Although only 39 percent of the deaths in the total U.S. population in 1960 occurred in under-65 age groups, 78 percent of Alaska Native deaths occurred in those same age groups.\textsuperscript{5}

Major health problems of the Native population included respiratory, enteric, dental, and eye diseases. Respiratory diseases, associated primarily with overcrowded and improperly heated or ventilated housing, were extremely serious. The tuberculosis death rate was 157.5 deaths per 100,000 population in 1955; the incidence of newly-reported active cases in 1963 was still nearly twenty times the rate of the U.S. as a whole.\textsuperscript{6} Among all Alaska Natives, influenza and pneumonia caused an average death rate of 75 per 100,000, which was ten times the rate for Alaska whites.\textsuperscript{7}

Otitis media, a serious infection of the middle ear, was the third-ranked cause of hospitalization; an estimated 10 to 15 percent of Native village children had chronic otitis media in 1966.\textsuperscript{8} The incidence of otitis media in Alaska populations is higher than for the total U.S. population, but the rate for Natives is significantly higher than for non-Natives.

Enteric diseases, associated with inadequate water and sewage facilities, were also prevalent. The death rate due to gastritis and related diseases was 23 per 100,000 population in the years 1959-65,\textsuperscript{9} some ten times higher than for Americans overall.

The incidence of eye disease for Natives was three to four times the rate for the total U.S. population. Dental disease increased where the rural Native population had greater exposure to western foods. Increased use of these foods, without an increase in oral hygiene, had produced a high incidence of diseased and missing teeth.\textsuperscript{10}

These major health problems notwithstanding, accidents were the leading cause of death among Alaska Natives. During the period 1965-67, an annual average of 236 accidental deaths per 100,000 population was recorded for Natives, compared to the 59 per 100,000 rate for the total U.S. population. This high rate of death from accidents is usually attributed to the difficult environmental conditions of rural Alaska.\textsuperscript{11}

Economy

The economy of rural Alaska at the time of statehood was a mosaic of the traditional subsistence economy and the modern cash economy. Most
Natives, however, remained largely dependent upon the renewable resources of the land and water to meet their primary needs. The village economy was typically characterized by a large demand for material goods. Although these items were usually for sale in local village stores, prices were exceptionally high because of general inflationary pressures throughout Alaska, small-volume purchases, and the high cost of transporting goods to rural areas. Cash available for these purchases was extremely limited.

Few opportunities for wage employment were available to Natives. Among all Native village adults, only an estimated 10 percent held permanent jobs in the early 1960s (often with a government agency providing local public services). Another 20 to 40 percent was estimated to be employed on a seasonal basis (construction work or fire fighting far removed from the village). Thus, unemployment was always very high, ranging from 50 to 70 percent of the Native adults; in winter months, it frequently reached 90 percent of the village labor force.

Factors contributing to the high rate of Native village unemployment were the seasonal nature of economic activity in Alaska (including the influx of seasonal workers), low educational levels, lack of technical training for skilled labor, racial discrimination, and distance from centers of employment.

Consequently, public assistance and welfare represented a significant source of cash for the Native community. In the early 1960s, Natives comprised 69 percent of the total number of cases under four federal programs—Aid to Families With Dependent Children (AFDC), Aid to the Disabled, Aid to the Blind, and Old Age Assistance. This support contributed between 15 and 20 percent of the village cash economy. In addition, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) general assistance program provided temporary financial aid for Natives ineligible for any of the four federal programs mentioned.

Although reliance on public assistance and welfare was high, the total cash income from all sources was usually inadequate for the purchase of necessary material goods. Thus, the harvesting of local resources remained a major source of livelihood, and the vast majority lived an existence of substantial poverty.

Harvesting activities of Natives depended on seasonal variations in the availability and quality of species populations. Each harvest had to produce supplies sufficient to last until the next season. However, there was not always a satisfactory balance between harvest demands and species reproduction. Thus, the availability of given species of fish and game varied from year to year, and at times supplies were insufficient to meet the basic needs of the growing population. The harvesting barely provided for subsistence
needs in many communities. Moreover, the sparse populations of wildlife near inland villages required the Natives to travel great distances to acquire sufficient supplies to satisfy requirements. Resource harvesting also provided some Natives with a point of entry into the cash economy. Commercial fishing was a valuable source of cash for a number of Native communities, but the fishing season was only a few weeks long. Arts and crafts based on animal harvests was also an important source of cash in many Native villages.

**Cultural Condition**

The educational preparation of Natives was different from that of whites and did not facilitate the participation of Natives in the economic and social life of the larger society. Grade completion levels were significantly lower than those for non-Natives in 1960. The census figures for that year indicate that 69 percent of Natives 25 years of age or older had not completed the eighth grade; this percentage compared with 6 percent for the white population in Alaska.

The median number of school years completed by Natives 25 years of age and older varied from a high of 9.0 years in southeastern portions of the state to a low of 1.6 in one census district of western Alaska. The Upper Yukon and Koyukuk regions of the interior showed median completion levels of 2.5 and 3.7 years, respectively.

Moreover, standardized testing conducted in all schools indicated that achievement levels in predominantly Native schools were below those in white schools. These differences in achievement levels were caused by inadequate educational opportunities at the small village level and by a lack of understanding on the part of educators of fundamental differences in cultural values, conceptualization, learning processes, and language.

Most Natives at the time of statehood were unprepared for the demands of life in a modern cash economy. Many did not speak English fluently; few had adjusted to the demands of time and the achievement orientation characteristics of the dominant cultural group in American society. Traditional attitudes and values were different from those of the dominant culture and did not bend easily under the disruptive pressures of a changing environment.

Yet some changes in traditional attitudes and values could not be avoided. For example, Natives who found cash employment had to adapt to employment patterns that conflicted with the seasonal harvesting of fish and animal resources. Further, western values of thrift and accumulation of wealth for personal security conflicted with traditional-based orientations to
the immediacy of rewards and the use of any accumulated wealth for the creation of social obligations. Private property and acquisitiveness were alien to traditional social organizations based on communal sharing.

In short, at the time of statehood, the vast majority of Alaska Natives in rural areas had not adapted to western society or to new roles within it.

Political Structure

After statehood, most Alaska Natives lived in small villages. The political structure of these villages was different from non-Native rural settlements in three respects: villages were less likely to be formally organized; it was possible for Native villages to have a federal Indian Reorganization Act (IRA) status; and villages tended to have fewer governmental powers under state law.

Of 177 villages surveyed in 1967, 98 (or 55 percent) existed only as "traditional" villages—meaning they lacked a formal legal status under federal or state law. These villages were more likely to be sparsely populated; only 9 numbered more than 250 inhabitants. Most had informal councils headed by elder males (elected in a few cases), limited in the range of issues they discussed.

Of the 79 organized villages, 58 (33 percent of all Native villages) were incorporated under the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (extended to Alaska in 1936). Charters were granted to "groups comprising all Native persons in a community" and to groups "though not a community but comprising persons having a common bond of occupation or association, or of residence within a definite neighborhood." These villages had constitutions and bylaws under which they provided municipal services and engaged in small business enterprises.

Twenty-one of the IRA-chartered villages and an equal number of those not chartered (a total of forty-two or 24 percent of all Native villages) were incorporated cities under the laws of the new state. Of these, five were first-class, six were second-class, and the remainder were fourth-class cities. In sum, most villages were not incorporated under state law; of those that were, most were fourth-class cities empowered only to levy sales taxes to raise revenue, and limited to such functions as control of drinking in public, control of stray dogs, and the resolution of minor property disputes. Few villages were second- or first-class cities empowered to levy property taxes and to operate their own schools.

Evidence on the power and functions of village councils at the time of statehood is limited to various anthropological case studies that present dif-
ferent conclusions. Van Stone, for instance, suggested that the Point Hope village council was an important arbiter of conflict over distribution of community-wide resources. 

Hughes, on the other hand, regarded councils as inefficient in resolving conflicts; most business was conducted outside formal councils which then ratified the emerging consensus of the village.

It seems to have been the case, however, that after statehood, councils lost authority to resolve conflict as the magistrate system was introduced in rural Alaska. Magistrates removed the power to impose sanctions from the traditional councils, and then tended to enforce state laws inflexibly. In the opinion of researchers studying “Northern Eskimos Law Ways” through council minutes and actions in the 1960s, the magistrate system substantially weakened village councils as authoritative agencies.

An exception to the village as virtually the exclusive arena of Native politics was the Alaska Native Brotherhood. Organized in 1912 by Indians in southeast Alaska, this association (with the Alaska Native Sisterhood) began as an Indian fraternity that had chapters in each southeast village. It gradually enlarged its purpose to make protests on behalf of Indians and Eskimos who were subject to discrimination in jobs and education. Some Natives outside of the southeast area participated in this, but the organization remained limited in its effective representation to the region of its birth.

**Participation in Politics and Program Administration**

To the extent that there was any “leadership” in predominantly Native villages, it was likely to be traditionalistic and parochial. Leaders tended to be older men who ruled for the most part as family heads, not political leaders; limited in their ability to communicate in English, they were not natural foci for the statewide organization of Native communities. At the time of statehood, few Natives participated in either the representation of their communities at the territorial level or in the administration of programs designed to benefit them.

**Representation**

Serving in the territorial legislature from 1925 to 1958 was only a handful of Natives. William Paul, a southeastern Indian leader, was the first Native to win a seat in the Territorial House of Representatives (in 1924). In the 1940s, five Natives were elected to the legislature, and Frank Peratrovich of the southeastern village of Klawock became senate president in 1948. There were no significant gains in Native representation in the 1950s, but a northwestern Eskimo, William Beltz, was senate president during this period. Natives held only a very small minority of legislative seats by the start of the land claims movement.
The state constitutional convention in 1956 included only one Native—Frank Peratrovich. No Native was a candidate for territorial representation in the U.S. Congress or for any of the three seats available in the Congress upon statehood. Nor was any Alaska Native a candidate for major statewide office until Eben Hopson of Barrow filed for Secretary of State in 1966.

Native legislators were primarily those who had served as council members or mayors of larger Native villages (Barrow, Kotzebue, Nome). Their support was from their communities, not territory-wide (in which respect, of course, they resembled most white legislators). They were more culturally assimilated than traditional village leaders and spoke English well. Unlike later Native leaders, they appear to have represented specific communities, not ethnic groups.

Role in Program Administration

Under the territorial government, there were no special programs provided for Natives alone. Except for public assistance and welfare, most of which was provided by federal programs, no major programs supported Native subsistence or enhanced Native life styles. And no Native occupied a policy-making position in the territorial administration.

To the extent that Natives had an orientation toward governmental bureaucracies, it was to the federal government and not to the territorial. Like whites, Natives lived in a federally administered territory on land under federal government control and management. Unlike whites, however, Natives were wards of the federal government because of the terms of Native American Indian law which applied to them. Consequently, the federal government operated in Alaska through two agencies which provided for Native needs alone: the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) of the Interior Department and the Alaska Native Health Service, Public Health Service (PHS), of the Health, Education, and Welfare Department. At statehood, the BIA operated seventy-three schools in Native villages, boarding schools at Mt. Edgecumbe and the Wrangell Institute (a vocational educational institution), and sent some Native students to BIA institutions in Oregon and Oklahoma. The Alaska Native Health Service of PHS had constructed hospitals in eight larger villages, staffing them with PHS doctors.

Both of these federal agencies could give preference to Native applicants for jobs; however, employment opportunities were limited to manual labor, such as janitors in schools and hospitals and crew members of the BIA ship North Star. No Native Alaskans were involved in the determination of agency goals or in their implementation in village communities, justifying the epithet "paternalism" for these federal efforts.

In summary, by all major indices of growth and development, the
Native community was the least advantaged and most neglected population sector in the state. And, at the time of Alaska statehood, interests of the Native community were not represented in the political structures affecting them. These factors explain the prognosis made by an authoritative observer having a strong assimilationist bent:

They sorely need leaders from their own ranks, not just the one or two individuals they have already thrown up, but an elite corps trained in modern skills and familiar with the day-to-day pattern of America's social and industrial life. They need this vanguard to draw them out of their semi-isolation and merge their activities and interests with those of white Alaskans.27

While directed only at Alaska Eskimos, this biased observation was applied to virtually all rural Alaska Natives at the time of statehood.28
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22. Because twenty-one villages had a dual organization (were chartered under IRA and were cities under state law), percentages above do not total 100 percent.
25. Magistrates are lay judges appointed by the Superior Court in each judicial district in the state. They have power to judge cases involving violations of village ordinances, hear state misdemeanor cases (upon consent of the defendant), and hold preliminary hearings to determine if arrested persons should be bound over to Superior Court.
28. We agree with Michael Gaffney who comments on the observation of Jenness: “this is a prime example of the colonists’ sentiments . . . it has a ‘blaming the victim’ mentality and operates from the cultural deficiency model. The imperative placed upon Natives to learn some ‘white ways’ in order to survive is a given; but the manner in which this imperative is pronounced, described, conceptualized is not a given and reveals much about the underlying social premises of the author. One premise here is that Native
ways are 'blocks' to real 'progress' and must be done away with as soon as possible. This presupposes a linear theory of social change; if 'Nativeness' doesn't survive, then what does survive?'" (personal communication to the authors, April 1980).
CHAPTER 3

AGENTS OF CHANGE IN NATIVE ALASKA AFTER STATEHOOD

Statehood is the watershed for most political developments in Alaska and especially for the transformation of the Native population of the state. However, the changes that followed statehood were not in all cases directly traceable to the granting of state powers. Some of the most important, in fact, were influences external to the state that were mediated through and, in some cases, contradictory to the policies of state institutions. We begin by reviewing the direct implications of statehood for the Native population and then consider processes less directly related to state government and more characteristic of broad-ranging developments in the United States as a whole as well as in Alaska in the 1960s.

Consequences of Statehood

Three results of statehood influenced Native development: state land selections, the formation of independent state agencies, and the creation of regional government units in the more densely populated areas of the state. It was the first of these—state land selections—that had the greatest impact on the Native land claims movement.

State Land Selections

The source of the land claims issue lay in the fact that Native rights in the land, based on aboriginal use and occupancy, were recognized but never clearly defined and resolved after the United States' purchase of Alaska in 1867. Unlike the Indians of the lower states, Alaska's Natives had not been defeated in war, treaties were not made, and reservations generally were not established. The Alaska Organic Act 1 of 1884 provided the legal foundation for the land issue. According to the act, Alaska Natives were not to be "disturbed in the possession of any lands actually in their use or occupation or now claimed by them but the terms under which such persons may acquire title to such lands is reserved for future legislation by Congress."

Congress had not yet acted on the issue when Alaska became a state 75 years later. However, in the 1958 Statehood Act, Native rights were reaffirmed even as the state was authorized to select 104 million acres of land from a public domain of some 375 million acres. The act thus provided that "the State and its people . . . forever disclaim all right and title . . . to any lands or other property . . . the right and title to which may be held by Indians, Eskimos, or Aleuts." Congress again reserved to itself the power to define and resolve the problem of Native claims, but it did not exercise this power. Instead, Congress authorized state land selections while attempting to maintain the status quo with respect to Native land rights. This set the stage
for direct clashes between the state government and the Native people.

The state’s land selections were to be made by January 1984 through a lengthy and complex process involving notifications, adjudication of conflicting claims, tentative approvals, surveys, and, finally, issuance of patents. Before this process began, the Interior Secretary had received Native claims to 122 million acres of Alaska land. These claims were made by Indians and Eskimos who maintained aboriginal title to the lands as affirmed under the federal acts discussed above. Before the filing deadline of the Indian Claims Commission in 1951, claims had been filed by the Tee-Hit-Ton Indians, Natives of Chitina, Athabascan Indians of Stevens Village, Natives of Tatitlik, the Tlingit-Haida Indians, Gambell and other St. Lawrence Island Eskimos, Unalakleet and Unaligmut-Malemut Eskimos, Shungnak and Kowagmuit Eskimos, and the Nisgah Tribe. These claims were still pending ten years later. In the rest of the state, Indians, Eskimos, and Aleuts still occupied or used lands on which their homes were located and over which they hunted and fished.

The processes for the nomination and patenting of state land did not lead to Native participation or even notification in a form most understandable to them, despite the claim of the state that it did not intend to seek title to lands which the “Natives are clearly using or occupying.” However, in 1961, state nominations of lands did bring protests from the residents of the villages of Minto, Tanacross, Northway, and Dillingham. They filed claims with the federal Bureau of Land Management (BLM), which were dismissed because they were not claims to lands actually occupied by Natives. In February 1962, the federal Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) joined these villages in objecting to state selection of lands in their areas and in supporting their claims to the BLM. Yet the Alaska director of the BLM dismissed the protests, claiming he lacked authority to determine the “validity of aboriginal title.” This case was appealed to the Interior Secretary, but state land selections continued.

The pace of state land selections reflected some ambivalence in policy. Because of the state’s need for revenues, it quickly selected those lands of obvious commercial value. But for a series of reasons, the state progressed slowly in nominating the balance of lands available for selection. First, the amount that the state received from the federal aid highway fund was based on the ratio of federal to state land; thus, the more land the state selected, the less money it received from the federal government for highway construction. Second, federal laws passed in 1964 provided that the federal government should classify public domain lands according to their best use and dispose of these lands in certain designated classes; 90 percent of the proceeds from sales of these lands would be transferred to the state, reducing the need of the state to select lands. Finally, the state was required to pay
for management and fire protection of the lands it selected. Thus, over a period of 8 years, the state selected only 17 million acres.

Nonetheless, this pattern of state land selections ignited Native protests. By 1966, 150 million acres were under Native protest in addition to the 122 million acres claimed at the end of 1951. Claims to 4.8 million acres affected state-selected lands (about one-quarter of the lands the state had selected since 1959).

Native claims also affected state oil and gas leasing activity. Four tracts in the Katalla area on the southcentral coast were withdrawn from sale after representatives of Native Alaskans of this area filed a protest. Another Native protest in 1966 brought on the start of the Alaska land freeze. Natives objected to the plans of the state to sell oil and gas leases on the North Slope, on land already selected by the state and tentatively approved for patent to it. Following this, Secretary of the Interior Stewart Udall put a moratorium on transfers of all federal lands to state jurisdiction until the Native claims were settled. Consequently, BLM offices in Anchorage and Fairbanks were instructed to suspend all final actions including granting of tentative approvals on state selections, mineral leases, and issuing of final patents. Federal leasing activity in the Arctic Slope area also was largely curtailed because of this decision.

The state, however, went ahead on its tentatively approved lands; it leased twenty tracts in the Arctic Slope area including those in Prudhoe Bay that later produced the North Slope oil discovery. Governor Hickel, who had ordered the lease sale, remarked: "Alaska is on its way to becoming one of the major oil-producing states of the Union and artificial barriers to development must be broken down for the benefit of all." The state Division of Lands also noted that its actions were circumscribed by Native protests; it complained that state revenues from oil and gas leases had dropped from $4 million in 1966 to $3.5 million in 1967.

The federal policy of declining to take final action on lands under recorded Native land claims brought an end to most state selections by 1967. Not even tentative approval was granted on state selections, and without tentative approval, the state could not assume management of the selected land. In 1968, the U.S. Congress refused to extend beyond 1969 the deadline for state selections of mineral lands provided under the federal Mineral Leasing Act of 1920. (The statehood act gave Alaska the right to select mineral lands for five years; extension was granted by Congress until January 1969.) This action caused an accelerated filing of state applications covering about 7.5 million acres on the North Slope and in the Bristol Bay and Copper River basin areas.
The state's land selection program came to a complete halt in late 1968 when Secretary Udall expanded the land freeze by withdrawing for 2 years all unreserved federal lands in the state to protect Native rights.

In short, state efforts to select lands under Native claims initiated far higher-reaching changes in Native and white communities throughout the state. When selections began after statehood, only villages directly affected protested. By 1969, however, Natives had recorded forty-two often overlapping claims, which covered 388.8 million acres. The federal land freeze prevented any transaction—whether state selection or homesteading—on federal lands.

State and Local Government Organization

Another development following statehood, but far less important than state land selections, was the formation of an independent state bureaucracy. Although generationally linked with the bureaus of the territorial administration and filled largely by officials who had served the territory, the state administration found new roles to play and a new identification. Statehood energized individual bureaucrats and generated esprit de corps in administrative departments. Despite the relative emptiness of state coffers, state agencies now were motivated to spread common state goals and programs throughout Alaska.

We may interpret state land selections as a case in point, but to do so would be to limit attention to one stage of Native development. Another case makes this clear. After statehood, a new fish and game department became responsible for enforcing fishing and hunting regulations that affected the subsistence activities of Alaska Natives. This resulted in greater penetration of state government into rural areas, which was an important factor in provoking political reactions of Native groups there. For example, the Barrow "duck-in" was organized by Natives who protested the enforcement on the Arctic Slope of the 1916 Migratory Bird Treaty. A game warden of the U.S. Department of the Interior's Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife arrived in Barrow on May 31, 1961, intending to enforce the treaty. When he made several arrests (including a member of the State House) and confiscated guns, Natives organized a town meeting at which 138 hunters held dead ducks and written statements saying they had taken the ducks out of season. More than 300 residents signed a petition to President Kennedy, demanding the right to hunt migratory waterfowl for food at any time of the year. Their protest was supported by statements of U.S. Senators Gruening and Bartlett and a resolution of the state legislature. Afterwards, this treaty was not enforced in Barrow. But in other communities, what Natives regarded as an intrusion became permanent. The agency filled what was largely a regulatory vacuum, and this has had a long-term effect.
Another organizational factor introduced much greater change in urban than in rural Alaska. This was the organization of borough governments in order to provide local government services, taxation, regulation, and representation at a regional level in the new state. The state constitution provided that the state would be divided into organized and unorganized boroughs. Organized boroughs could be formed by residents of areas with sufficient population, economic development and interchange, geographic continuity, and political and cultural development; populous, urbanized areas that did not form boroughs voluntarily were placed in these units mandatorily by action of the state legislature. The areas of the state remaining after urban boroughs were formed were treated as one “unorganized borough” (see Map 3).

While these provisions addressed requirements in urban Alaska, the government requirements of rural Alaskans, particularly Natives, were not addressed. The unorganized borough in Alaska appears to be a political limbo, and, in fact, it has been largely a place of minimal or no government. Leaving most of rural Native Alaska in the unorganized borough suggested that the serious problems of Native health, livelihood, and community development would receive less effective attention than would the interests of organized urban areas. This is not to suggest that Natives wanted borough government after statehood, for there is no evidence to support such a proposition. Lacking property tax bases to support significant local or regional government organization, rural area boroughs would have required heavy state financial support.

We have noted that at the local village level, formal government was frequently lacking. At the state level, the legislature was empowered to legislate for the unorganized borough, but it did not do so, suggesting a comparative loss in the representation of Native interests. Moreover, through reapportionment of the state senate occasioned by the U.S. Supreme Court decisions Baker v. Carr and Wesbury v. Sanders, Native Alaskan communities that were formerly overrepresented in the upper house of the state legislature were now to be represented on the basis of their populations, which resulted in a loss of at least two senate seats.

Socio-Political Diffusion

Next, in chronological order, but less important than state land selections in its effect on Native development, was socio-political diffusion. Beginning in the early 1960s, several processes of change, nationwide in scope, began to reach Alaska rural areas. By their nature, these processes were ambiguous, and their effects are difficult to trace. Yet, in many respects, they seem to have prepared the ground for the directed change of the late 1960s.
Religious and Cultural Organizations

Private philanthropic, cultural, and religious organizations became more active among rural Alaska Natives in the 1960s. Among sects of the Protestant church, this represented a resuscitation of activity, for these churches had been a dominant part of the village landscape since the late nineteenth century. The renewed activity represented for the most part a different emphasis in church proselytization, a liberalization in response to a changed sense of mission. Of greatest significance, churches in the lower 48 states were called upon not only to support social services initiated by Native congregations, but also to defend and enhance Native participation in the Alaska economy and society. Churches were one of the funding sources of regional Native associations and the statewide Alaska Federation of Natives in the land claims era.

An organization with a more specialized purpose had a greater influence on Native Alaska. This was the Association of American Indian Affairs (AAIA). Formed of liberal, white professionals who wanted to help Native Americans, it had been engaged only in informational and cultural activities in Alaska. Fortuitously, this group involved itself in Alaska affairs at the time of Project Chariot, an experiment of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) to use an atomic explosive to create a harbor where none had existed before.

Dr. Henry S. Forbes, chairman of the Alaska Policy Committee of the AAIA, traveled to Alaska in June 1961 on a fact-finding trip (to investigate changes in the polar bear population along the north Arctic coast). Accompanied by LaVerne Madigan, the executive director of AAIA, he visited the Eskimo village of Point Hope on the northwest coast, among other communities. The village council of Point Hope called a meeting with these representatives to discuss the impending experimental atomic blast at Cape Thompson (30 miles southeast of Point Hope). At the urging of Forbes and Madigan, the village council sent a letter of protest against the nuclear blast to Secretary of the Interior Udall—objecting to potential damage to sea and land animals and the spread of radiation through the food chain in the event of a blast. Madigan began research on Project Chariot and contacted AEC officials. Subsequently, a heated meeting was held between the people of Point Hope and AEC officials, which was one factor leading to the suspension of Project Chariot. 18

While on the Arctic Slope, Forbes and Madigan also discussed the "duck situation" which had erupted at Barrow in early June. On the basis of their experience in Point Hope and conversations with those involved in the Barrow duck-in, Forbes and Madigan urged village council members and mayors to hold a conference of village heads of northwest Alaska and the Arctic Slope. The conference, funded by the AAIA and convened by Madi-
gan, met in Barrow in November 1961. Conferees discussed land claims, sanitation, health, and communications; they objected to sitting on a resource they were not allowed to use (natural gas deposits in Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4). They took two programmatic actions: (1) they formed the Inupiat Pahtot (People’s Heritage), an association of Natives, which was one precursor of the Alaska Federation of Natives, and (2) they discussed the formation of a Native organ of opinion.

Forbes and Madigan had met and been impressed with Howard Rock, an Eskimo artist who traveled from Seattle to visit his birth place in Point Hope in 1961. Rock had penned letters of protest to the AEC. Forbes encouraged Rock to edit a newspaper for Native peoples—providing financial support to the Eskimo, Indian and Aleut Publishing Company and giving general policy guidance. The first issue of the Tundra Times published by Rock appeared in October 1962. It gave Alaska Natives a common voice for the first time, exercising far-reaching influence over the formation of Native associations and the Native land claims movement.19

The above examples document the influence of religious and cultural associations in one area of rural Alaska. Forbes continued to support the Tundra Times financially until his death in 1968. LaVerne Madigan played a behind-the-scenes role in the organizational meeting of the Dena Nena Henash (Our Land Speaks), an association formed to deal with land rights and other problems of Interior Alaska Indians.20 But her death in an accident shortly thereafter reduced the influence of the AAIA in Alaska Native affairs.

Public Programs

Other agents of change produced somewhat more concrete and much more important impacts: public programs that were extended into rural Alaska around the time of statehood. One of these was exploration activity and construction in the Naval Petroleum Reserve (Pet-4) from 1944 to 1953. Natives were hired by the Arctic Construction Company (ARCON) which was the contractor on this project; about half of the potential work force of Barrow was employed during the peak seasons.21 Natives were also hired to build DEW-line stations, construction of which began in 1954; some Natives were hired to man the completed installations, providing a second source of employment and mobility for the skilled. This employment in construction and maintenance activity often had the effect of changing aspiration levels, sometimes leading to the out-migration of the Native employee.

Military organizations influenced Natives in rural Alaska more directly through the Alaska National Guard (ANG). A territorial guard unit formed during World War II had enrolled Native Alaskans in several divisions (among the most illustrious was the Eskimo Scout Division led by “Muktuk” Mars-
ton, an Alaska pioneer). There was a slight expansion in the ANG recruit­
ment program in the early 1960s, by which time more than 100 Alaska
Natives were enrolled in some phase of the National Guard programs in the
state. The guard associated Natives from different villages and enlarged their
capacities for organizational management and leadership. We will comment
again on the extent to which this training provided a unifying experience for
some Native leaders active in the land claims movement and in the creation
of the first organized Native borough government in the state.

Few Alaskans enrolled in the Peace Corps in the early 1960s, but rural
Alaska was one of the target areas of Volunteers in Service to America
(VISTA), a program developed to bring the Peace Corps idea into underde­
veloped areas of the United States. This and related "anti-poverty" programs
are discussed in detail below. Native Alaskans also were affected to some ex­
tent by other public movements of the late 1950s and early 1960s—in particu­
lar, the early civil rights movement.

Civil Rights Movement
The effects of the civil rights movement on rural Alaska Natives were
extremely diffuse. We have noted above the limited formal education of
adult Natives. Except for young adults, few Natives were able to understand
materials published in English. (News magazines and daily newspapers
reached rural Alaska villages infrequently; only radio regularly carried news
of civil rights protests.) This communication gap may have been responsible
for the lack of an immediate and direct transformation of the protest rhet­
oric of the early and mid-1960s into demonstrations in Alaska centers, or
early mobilization of groups claiming equal rights for Eskimos, Indians, and
Aleuts.

An alternate interpretation suggests that Native leadership was insuffi­
ciently developed to respond to cues and to mobilize followers at this mo­
tment. The process of influence, then, was indirect. The civil rights movement
likely influenced whites who taught in Alaska Native villages and at Bureau
of Indian Affairs boarding schools in Sitka and outside the state. The move­
ment also influenced churches and philanthropic organizations, which di­
rected more attention to Native churches and associations. And the develop­
ment concern for civil rights of all nonwhite minorities influenced some state
agency personnel in their treatment of these minorities.

In the early 1960s, however, the civil rights movement seemed unre­
related to developments outside the cities of Anchorage, Fairbanks, and
Juneau. But the movement did sensitize white Alaskans and it motivated
Native youth. The impact of this movement and these events awaited the
formation of action agencies during the Johnson Administration's "War on
Poverty" and new programs which redirected attention to the development
needs of Native communities in the state.
The Antipoverty Campaign in Rural Alaska

During the mid- and late-1960s, there was an explosion of government programs in Alaska which affected all Native communities. The origin of these programs lay outside the state—in President Johnson's “War on Poverty” legislation, enacted by Congress and signed by the president in 1964. A great number and wide variety of innovations, changes, and improvements took place as a result of the community efforts stimulated by the Economic Opportunity Act. Very probably the most important long-run impact came through the nationwide community action programs. Some of these programs, including Head Start and Neighborhood Legal Services, became so familiar and popular as to no longer particularly be associated with community action.

The checkered history of Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) programs in the State of Alaska has yet to be written, but, parallel to the national scene, their effects were probably most decisive on the development of minority leadership. In the following section, we discuss the nature of these programs, problems that developed in program administration, and the ramifications of national antipoverty policies upon Alaska Native development.

Nature of Alaska State Programs

Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO). At its inception in 1965, the state OEO program was administered from the governor's office, and program officers served as the administrative staff for the Alaska State Community Action Program (ASCAP). Governor Egan appointed the head of the state OEO program; the head served simultaneously as ASCAP director and selected five regional coordinators. The ASCAP board (director and coordinators) judged applications for projects and set policy for the statewide programs.

Community organization work began in earnest in 1966. In May, Charlie Edwardsen, Jr. of Barrow, who later became one of the most influential Native leaders in the land claims movement, was appointed community organization specialist. Edwardsen's role was to develop a grassroots program and to establish working cooperatives in Native areas. The original purpose of the program, called Operation Grassroots, was to show rural people how to use their influence to establish community-action programs. Operating under a $200,000, 6-month federal allocation, twenty-three community organizers from villages in western and northern Alaska were trained by December 1966.

When ASCAP was transformed into a private, nonprofit corporation in mid-1966 (to make it conform to antipoverty programs administered in several other states), conflict developed with the governor who objected to
ASCAP's growing independence. In addition to complaints over accounting procedures and budget overruns, the goals of the program and Native involvement in them were at issue. (An aide to the governor was quoted as saying Natives were "not capable of making policy decisions" on antipoverty programs.) In this first phase of development, significantly, ASCAP paid the transportation costs of the board members of the new statewide Native association, which met for the first time in October 1966.

In the second stage, the ASCAP board of directors ousted its executive director in January 1967, replacing him with a moderate, Aleut board member. (Board members charged the first director with maladministration of finances and with building a personal clique in the organization.) Thereupon, seven of thirty-two major workers and board members resigned, including Charlie Edwardsen (the Grassroots director), a regional ASCAP coordinator, and three of the four Grassroots team leaders. They objected to the new director's lack of leadership qualifications and his promise to cooperate with the governor, who still signed all project requests. Edwardsen called for a federal investigation of the board's action, claiming state agencies had influenced the election and compromised ASCAP's independence from politics.

Conflict over program administration and competition for the Native clientele brought national attention. Sargent Shriver, War on Poverty director, visited Alaska in July 1967, stating that some reorganization of OEO programs in Alaska might be necessary in order to achieve equal opportunities in justice, health, and education; he remarked, "I have never seen any lack of material resources greater than in Alaska."

In December 1967, ASCAP approved a demonstration grant to start cooperatives for consumer marketing and production in ten villages. It moved more aggressively into the establishment of community centers and attempted to spur participation through circulating "action reports" on ASCAP projects, and urging use of Native languages at village council meetings. However, controversy over agency administration continued as state legislators sought to return ASCAP to state control, and the State Commission on Human Rights investigated alleged discrimination in the firing of two Native OEO employees.

In its first 3 years, OEO spent $20 million in Alaska, mostly on vocational training, education, financial assistance, and community improvements. Senator Gruening remarked that more than 20,000 people and 1,000 families had benefited from OEO programs. The name of the state program was changed in 1968 to "Rural Alaska Community Action Program (RurALCAP)" to reflect the focus of projects. Nine community centers in the state now handled the programs—Bristol Bay, Southwest, Inupiat Devel-
opment Corporation (Nome), Unalakleet, Kikiklugavek (Kotzebue), Koyukon, Upper Yukon, Copper Valley, and Southeastern.

In 1969, with a cutback in federal OEO funds resulting from policy changes by President Nixon, the state community action program underwent another transformation. Byron Mallott, a young, well-educated Tlingit from the village of Yakutat in the southeast, became RurALCAP director in August 1969. Under Mallott's aegis, the board directed greater attention to Alaska Native land claims.

Continuing the decentralization begun the previous year, regional development corporations began contracting with RurALCAP for the management of programs in their areas. The central staff of RurALCAP remained responsible only for providing technical assistance such as bookkeeping services.

RurALCAP director Mallott became the state government's Local Affairs Agency (LAA) director in 1971, and he proceeded to work closely with his successor at RurALCAP to develop a joint LAA-RurALCAP program providing legislative research for rural legislators. They also set up a statewide conference of rural Natives to discuss legislative issues.

By the end of 1971, RurALCAP covered the entire state (except for the Anchorage and Fairbanks areas), which had separate community action agencies and was one of the largest community action programs in the nation—despite funding cutbacks. Starting as a program which initiated change in rural communities, it had matured into a holding company for specialized services (e.g., parent-child centers) and as auditor of regional development corporations.

Alaska Legal Services, Inc. (ALS). The Legal Services program was established in July 1966. Funded by OEO, it was designed to provide attorneys and advice to those who could not afford legal service fees. Initially, Fairbanks and Anchorage ALS attorneys "rode circuit" throughout the bush areas of the state before programs were established there. By 1969, ALS had established thirteen rural offices. During this early period, ALS lawyers represented and promoted Native interests in a variety of matters, including voting rights, access to food stamps, and use of Native languages at public meetings.

As the land claims movement generated greater legal awareness, the work of ALS became more specialized. It now devoted more attention to technical land issues, such as determining lands withdrawn from the public domain and filing suits against oil pipeline companies. Both Legal Services and RurALCAP encouraged and aided rural Natives to obtain individual al-
lotments before a land claims settlement foreclosed this special lands pro-
gram.

Volunteers In Service To America (VISTA). Contrary to the pattern in
most other states, VISTA in Alaska was sponsored by the state; in 1965, the
state government was regarded as the only agency capable of administering
it. Volunteers worked for village councils, which had authority to direct
their activities, although the councils apparently did not realize their powers
of control over volunteers until much later.

Twenty-five VISTA volunteers began working in villages in 1965. Their
mandate was to develop village leadership, help find local solutions to village
problems, and give basic training in administrative procedures. By 1968, al­
most 100 volunteers were in the field.

Problems developed in VISTA as Natives learned they could control
programs and as volunteers established strong local links and encouraged
local control of VISTA and other OEO programs. In January 1970, the Asso­
ciation of Village Council Presidents (AVCP)—fifty-one villages in the
Yukon-Kuskokwim area—charged that VISTA had no stated objectives, no
organizational potential, no resources for Native people to utilize, and had at
times acted contrary to the wishes and needs of the people served. AVCP
asked the state Office of Economic Opportunity to terminate existing
VISTA funds, saying it wanted no new VISTA volunteers except under con­
ditions of local control. Soon local Native organizations in other parts of the
state followed suit.

Internal criticism reinforced these demands for decentralization. Fol­
lowing a series of encounters in which some locally-oriented VISTA volun­
teers were fired for attacking the policies of their state director, twenty-four
volunteers challenged the VISTA administration to meet the requests of Na­
tive villages asking for local control of the program. Most VISTA volun­
teers polled on the matter supported the request; they signed a statement
charging that OEO program changes were made secretly without consulta­
tion with the village councils, volunteers, or volunteer leaders.

The VISTA program was temporarily suspended in mid-July 1970 when
the legislature, influenced by the conservative Miller administration, refused
to fund it for the next fiscal year. After administrative changes, funding
was resumed; but the program was now brought under greater control of
local councils.

VISTA was part of a complex socio-political process in which volun­
teers often seemed to act as aggressive reformers. Community Action, Legal
Services, and VISTA were the greatest outside reform agents influencing
Natives in rural Alaska during the late 1960s. They introduced large numbers of idealistic white youth, many of whom were new to Alaska, into relatively isolated villages. These whites, along with a number of young Natives, formed an extraordinary vanguard that helped affect dramatic changes in Natives' attitudes toward and perceptions of government. Other War-on-Poverty-related programs—Community Enterprise Development Corporation, Operation Mainstream, Head Start, and Alaska Village Electric Cooperative—were less controversial, notwithstanding the substantial changes they introduced into village Alaska.

Program Administration

Several factors about the War on Poverty in rural Alaska make it difficult to evaluate. First, there was no recent parallel for such massive funding or for such a wide variety of programs. The result was often confusion and inefficiency in program administration, with too much occurring too fast. Secondly, in Alaska, this program focused primarily on Native Alaskans in rural areas. Although the official target population of the program was poor Americans, in Alaska the criterion of need meant that Natives would be the principal beneficiaries, a circumstance that tended to confuse cultural with economic change. Some of the problems that developed in the implementation of antipoverty programs in Alaska may be seen in an analysis of program emphasis, the action agency concept, and jurisdictional conflicts.

In Alaska, as elsewhere, less attention was directed to the alleviation of poverty among Natives than to developing awareness of the social and political conditions of poverty (ending isolation of Native villages), exposing causes, and attempting to rectify them. Thus, less than 40 percent of poverty money was directed toward improving housing, supplementing incomes (or welfare payments), or job training. Fully 50 to 60 percent of the money was directed toward community development and planning, programs that carried heavy administrative costs.

The most visible parts of the antipoverty programs were community action and VISTA workers. The philosophy behind the programs was creation of a dynamic agency with action at its center. Not part of the traditional bureaucratic structure, they were to be loosely organized and motivated only by the broad purpose of eradicating poverty. Both the unstable nature of early funding and the rhetoric of the programs attracted individuals who were less connected to established statuses or groups in Alaska society. Personally mobile—essential for the community engagement required—they represented a different face of modern western society from that of staid delegates from state or federal agencies.

The antipoverty programs invited conflicts from their inception. Partly, this was implicit in their design, which eschewed administration through es-
established federal departments (or state counterparts). Partly, these disputes were the settling effects of new, well-financed programs that encouraged government and private actors to scramble for funds. And partly, these conflicts were the result of partisan competition, differences of personal style, age, and the like.

Jurisdictional disputes developed between and within agencies. Inter-agency conflict typified RurALCAP, as community-action directors competed with the governor’s office for establishing priorities, controlling recruitment into the program, and disbursing funds. Intra-agency conflict typified VISTA, as those with village roots questioned the allocation of resources by the director and the sincerity of his commitment to village development. The squabbles, forced resignations or firings, and mutual recriminations could not help giving Native clients of these programs an animus against state officials that continues to this day.

Effects on Native Areas

Three classes of effects resulted from the conduct of the War on Poverty in rural Alaska: it enlarged and in some cases transformed federal programs directed toward Alaska Natives; it increased substantially the number of trained Native leaders; and it contributed to the “modernization” of Native communities throughout the state.

The expansion of opportunities for Alaska Natives was in part the result of new federal programs or increased federal funding intended to benefit American Indians through the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) and the Division of Indian Health of the Public Health Service. In addition, the state government was also increasingly able during this period to develop new programs and extend services to remote areas. Special programs were also developed during this period—for example, tuition for university students, and subsistence allowances for Native housing programs.

In short, there was a sizable increase in grants made available to Natives by federal agencies which had customarily served them; this also applied to state agencies that had previously not been able to fund programs in outlying areas. The more significant trend, however, was the increased participation by Natives in the shaping of policy and in the administration of programs affecting them. In 1967, the BIA urged local areas to elect village advisory boards or involve village councils in local matters. The BIA also began making welfare grants to a half-dozen villages, delegating authority for the administration of the program to villagers.

The antipoverty agencies were a new vehicle for the recruitment of Natives into leadership roles in their communities as well as statewide. The simple increase in numbers of Native leaders was great. Two of the early
Community action directors were Alaska Natives; nearly half of the middle-level managers and program directors in the antipoverty programs were Natives. And the creation of a plethora of "boards" to supervise these antipoverty agencies, especially at the village level, gave opportunities to scores of other Natives.

For the most part, the leadership echelon created as a consequence of antipoverty programs was male and young (from 20 to 35 years old). Unlike most Natives, the new leaders were essentially acculturated to western society and at least partly assimilated into it—having an ability to speak fluent English and, partly because of education at BIA boarding schools or travel outside the state, an ability to work with and interrelate effectively with whites.

What did Natives learn through their experience in these agencies? While training differed, most Natives in leadership roles developed a more sophisticated understanding of modern organizations, private and public. They became more sensitive to the variety of levels and roles involved and to the patterns of influence which permeated formal structures. They also learned leadership skills through work in antipoverty agencies: development of some ability to form people into groups, to schedule meetings, and to develop alliances in support of programs. Leaders also gained experience by presenting Native positions in public.

Perhaps the most important result of this leadership training was the knowledge that Natives gained of the statewide problems of Native communities and of the agencies and officials that could induce change. War-on-Poverty funds in Alaska supported a good deal of Native travel across communities and a large number of Native leadership conferences in regional centers—Anchorage, Fairbanks, and Juneau. Natives developed common perspectives from these interchanges which were preludes to the land claims mobilization effort statewide. Second, as leaders with "constituents" in their home areas, Natives developed a special understanding of their people's feelings on important issues of development and self-determination. Third, Natives who had previously been treated as inferiors or as paternal wards by whites were now more likely to deal with whites as equals. This may have contributed to major changes in the attitudes of Native leaders and to the development of far more aggressive styles politically and socially.

Natives also benefitted from the increased "modernization" of their communities. By modernization we mean the approach—but only the beginnings of an approach—of Native communities to standards of white communities in Alaska. There was some slight improvement in indices of social and economic development. More important, there were great increases in the indices of political modernization in such areas as discussion of public issues,
participation in community affairs by community members, and increased concern over the fate of the community and the people. Although the programs were only marginally effective in reducing poverty, they created a climate of rising expectations. Antipoverty rhetoric, sloganeering, and ideology raised hopes and developed new states of consciousness that further activated Natives.

In summary, the subtle and crude processes of change influencing Alaska Natives during the 1960s explain to some extent the changed political activity of Natives in the 1970s. Yet it would be a serious mistake to assume that Natives were merely containers into which white activists tossed new orientations, identifications, and measures of self-awareness. To correct this view, we turn to an analysis of the land claims movement itself where we can see the full development of interactive processes only hinted at above.
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CHAPTER 4

THE NATIVE LAND CLAIMS MOVEMENT IN ALASKA

It was the movement toward settlement of aboriginal land claims that most dramatically affected current Native fortunes in Alaska. This movement has been discussed as an issue, but it has not been treated as a political process with an analytical focus on the organization and mobilization of Natives. We propose to analyze the movement here, indicating the ways in which it contributed to Native self-government.

The land-claims struggle was a movement of social change. By movement, we mean that Natives acted collectively to assert their title to land. Four elements comprised this movement—interest, organization, mobilization, and opportunity—and each can be stated as a question: (1) Was there an increase in the number of Natives who shared an interest in land claims? (2) In terms of organization, was there an increase in common identity and unifying structures among Natives? (3) Concerning mobilization, was there an increase in the resources of Natives and in their degree of collective control? (4) And regarding opportunity, was there an increase of power and decrease of threats to Native interests from their political environment?

The land-claims movement resulted from changing combinations of these four elements. But the problem we face in analyzing the movement is its lack of sharp edges: Native participation varied from intense involvement to passive compliance. Interests varied from solely individual to nearly universal. Tracing the complete interactions of the four elements is not possible in a limited study.

In the discussion below, we will treat the movement as developing in three stages—from (1) early Native associations to (2) regional associations and finally to (3) the statewide association of Natives that made land-claims proposals to Congress. This has the advantage of following chronological order, and it appears to reflect the crescendo of activity in the movement.

Although there was the appearance of linear development in the movement, there also appears to have been cyclical development, depending on interaction of the elements we have mentioned. Thus, where possible below, we will attempt to keep interests, organization, mobilization, and opportunity in view. Our primary attention to the developments among North Slope Eskimos will facilitate such an analysis.

Early Native Associations

We have noted that the Alaska Native Brotherhood (ANB) was the only
Native association before the 1960s that attempted a pan-Native appeal. In many ways analogous to the NAACP elsewhere in the United States, the ANB represented views of culturally adapted Natives, mostly Indians from southeastern Alaska. The ANB did not cause a raising of consciousness among most Alaska Natives. It promoted “defensive” as opposed to “offensive” political action, but it did add support to the formation of regional and ultimately statewide Native associations.

The first stage in the land claims movement occurred from 1960 to 1964 with the formation of the Fairbanks Native Association (FNA), Inupiat Paitot, Dena Nena Henash, Cook Inlet Native Association (CINA), Gwitchya Gwitchin Ginkhye (3 G’s), and the Association of Village Council Presidents (AVCP). Both the FNA and CINA were organized by urban Natives who, like those of the ANB, were at least partly acculturated to white society. The other new associations, however, were formed on the Arctic coast and in the Tanana-Yukon-Kuskokwim areas; they formed partly in response to regional problems (Project Chariot and the Rampart Dam) and partly in response to problems confronting all rural Natives—new limitations on traditional subsistence activities and perceived threats to aboriginal lands.

Fear of contamination from atomic fallout had motivated Arctic Eskimos to protest the Atomic Energy Commission’s Project Chariot. A different federal project—a proposed dam at the Rampart Canyon on the Yukon River, to be part of a huge hydroelectric project—frightened Interior Indians and was one factor building momentum for organization of Athabaskan villages in the Ft. Yukon area (3 G’s) and in the Dena Nena Henash (Our Land Speaks). If the dam were constructed, water would back up behind it, flooding seven Athabaskan villages and several million acres of Native hunting and trapping territories; salmon fisheries and nesting grounds for millions of migratory birds would be destroyed.

Problems in subsistence hunting and fishing were common to most Alaska Natives. The Barrow “duck-in” had energized the Eskimo community in Barrow, but problems with the Migratory Bird Treaty were not limited to the North Slope. In 1960, seven Natives in west and southwest Alaska had been arrested for shooting waterfowl out of season and were eventually fined. In two of these cases, wildlife agents had been attacked. Delegates at the first meeting of the Dena Nena Henash in June 1962 objected to unrealistic limitations on hunting, complaining they they were being deprived of their way of life by government regulations. Clearly such threats to subsistence activity, which were widely perceived in the Native community, provided Native leaders with an opportunity to mobilize elements in the population that might not have been easily mobilized had the threats been lacking.

Land was either an implicit or expressed interest motivating the organi-
zation of the early associations. The "Statement of Policy and Recommendations" of the Inupiat Paiot said: "Our problems were two kinds: (1) aboriginal land and hunting rights and (2) economic and social development. The Dena Nena Henash decided to claim land surrounding their villages and to protest to the federal Bureau of Land Management any state selection of land in these areas.

The early Native associations were mobilizing, as can be seen in the increase of resources—particularly money and information—which led to their growth. The American Association of Indian Affairs (AAIA) played a leading role in some early associations, helping Natives find common ground for meeting and assisting them (through grants and technical advice) in expressing protests. The Tundra Times played a pivotal role by communicating news of Native problems and focusing on shared Native concerns.

The process of mobilization influenced that of organization. The Tundra Times, ANB, and AAIA sponsored a succession of multi-village conferences which, retrospectively, can be seen as building blocks out of which Native unity on the land claims settlement was constructed. One of the most notable early conferences was that held in June 1964 at Fairbanks, attended by leaders of seven Native associations and delegates from five widely scattered villages. The conference report stressed four areas: unity, political action and education, health and welfare, and war on poverty. Leaders recognized their common status as Natives and began to think of this as a political asset in resolving socioeconomic problems and preserving their culture:

It is important for villages to form political information or action committees to acquaint all the Natives of the mechanics of voting, of the issues that are important to a given area. It is urged that the Natives become acquainted with the candidates for office and acquaint the candidates with the needs of their areas.

The potential political power of the politically educated Natives was stressed, with 20 percent of the total vote of Alaska in Native hands.

Each Native community is urged to take an active part in politics by joining existing political organizations. Where these organizations do not exist in the villages, these villages are encouraged to initiate them (emphasis added).

However, in the first stage, there was no movement. The interest in land had not yet become common to Natives statewide.

Regional Associations: The Case of the Arctic Slope Native Association

The second stage of the movement occurred from 1965 to 1968, as strong, energetic regional Native associations organized and developed control over new political resources. Because we will concentrate on the North
Slope Borough later, we will discuss this stage through the example of the Arctic Slope Native Association (ASNA)—which was the vehicle for both land claims and borough formation on the North Slope—pointing out where necessary the degree to which its experience was atypical.

Organization of the ASNA

Barrow, the largest Native community on the North Slope, had a population of about 2,000 at the time the Arctic Slope Native Association was formed. Before that there were five private organizations in the town: the Chamber of Commerce, the Barrow Improvement Board, the Veteran’s Association, the Mothers Club, and the Youth Club. This complement of organizations was greater than that found in most other Native towns of similar size. The Improvement Board was a precursor of the ASNA; organized by Charlie Edwardsen, Jr., it involved about fifty Barrow youths in community development projects. 8 The ASNA was formed in early January 1966, representing all Native villages in the area north of the Brooks Range. Established as a nonprofit and non-dues-paying organization, its main objective was to enter claims for land historically used by Arctic Eskimos. One hundred and fifteen Natives attended the first organizational meeting.

Seizing Political Opportunities

In its first official act, leaders of ASNA proposed the formation of an independent Native political party and sent letters announcing this intent to Native leaders in Fairbanks, St. Lawrence Island, Tyonek, Anchorage, Nome, Nunivak Island, Juneau, and Kotzebue:

We have formed a new association ... whose primary objective is the pressing of the land claims of the Native people of this area. Secondly, we have in mind the strengthening of the Native vote in the political structure of the state.... As long as we remain predominantly Democrats, we are the minority of one party and as such, do not carry much influence in deciding the platform of this party. Now, if we form an independent Native political party, we immediately are in a position where either the Democrats or Republicans must acknowledge our point of view and just demands in the fields of education, housing, job equality and training to obtain our vote.... As independents we could endorse those candidates of either party who will be most willing to work for us on our behalf, most particularly in the Senate, House, and Governorship.9

ASNA received a positive response to its letters, but opinion was divided on the formation of a Native party. The association urged Native leaders to stimulate participation in the 1966 elections; it favored contacting all candidates, carefully examining legislative voting records, and endorsing the favored candidates in local or statewide media.10

ASNA made its endorsements in May: Mike Gravel for the congressional seat held by Ralph Rivers; Senator Bartlett for re-election; Eben Hopp-
son of Barrow (an incumbent) for the state senate; and John Nusunginya of Point Hope for the state house. The association withheld support from Governor Egan because of his reluctance to support Native claims for land, and it said it would not support Senator Gruening at the end of his term because of his diffidence in pursuing Native land claims legislation in Congress and his support for the Rampart Dam.

In the 1966 primary election, there was a significant breakaway of Native voters from Rivers, but he was able to win the nomination. Observers felt Gravel gained voters in Eskimo areas because of the appeal of the regional high school concept on which he had worked in the state legislature and also because of Rivers’ lack of constituent services during his term, his weak support of land claims, and his reported remark disparaging Native intelligence.11

After meetings with Howard Pollock (Republican candidate for the Rivers’ seat), in which he agreed to help solve the “most pressing Native problems” upon election, ASNA endorsed him against Rivers. ASNA backed Kotzebue Eskimo Willie Hensley for the state house and continued its support of Senator Bartlett, but it declined to endorse Egan in his race with Walter Hickel for the governorship. Egan’s aides called ASNA officials in Barrow, urging their endorsement; ANSA directors would not endorse Egan until he agreed to loosen the community action program (in which Charlie Edwardsen was employed) from the governor’s office.

Expanding Native power by entering the state political arena was primarily the idea of three ASNA leaders; Charlie Edwardsen, the driving force in ASNA’s early development; Hugh Nicholls, a white who served as the first executive director of the ASNA; and Eben Hopson, then a state senator.

Such political activities of the young ASNA were not typical of the early Native association. However, the new Northwest Alaska Native Association (NANA), with headquarters in Kotzebue, followed the ASNA’s lead in 1966. In the 1968 elections, the ASNA (then directed by Hopson) made no candidate endorsements. By this time, the burgeoning Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) had become a far more powerful political center of Native support, and its conference that year drew attendance of all political candidates. By the 1970 elections, Native leaders statewide had formed a political arm to screen and recommend statewide candidates for endorsement.

Plans for nuclear tests strengthened ANSA during this formative period, notwithstanding the minor internal disputes which occurred. When the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) announced plans to conduct underground tests in the Brooks Range east of Pt. Lay, the ASNA board sent protest letters to the U.S. president, Alaska’s congressional delegation, the Bur-
eau of Indian Affairs commissioner, and the AEC chairman. The ASNA executive director said, "we will fight this proposal with every legal means, because arbitrary action by the government where the public is concerned is not one of the principles embodied in the constitution." But Barrow city council president and ASNA director Eben Hopson objected to this approach in a letter he wrote the editor of the Tundra Times:

The well-known and highly patriotic nature of the Eskimo is being damaged by the outright objection to the national security program at its announcement, before the majority of us had a chance to read about it in the papers.

In a note of concession, the AEC explained that its exploration on the North Slope was only a precautionary move to locate an alternate site, should volcanic activity on Amchitka Island in the Aleutians force cancellation of tests scheduled there. It promised to hold public discussion before any future testing, to conduct no tests in caribou habitats, and to cancel tests if venting occurred in the North Slope area.

The atomic blasts scheduled in 1961 (Project Chariot) and 1966 represented comparable threats to North Slope Eskimos, and AEC concessions represented comparable victories. In 1961, white officials of the American Association of Indian Affairs provided a mechanism for the expression of protest. Five years later, resources were controlled and protest was expressed by a Native organization.

ASNA’s Role in Organization of the Statewide Association

The activities of the Inupiat Paitot in 1961 and 1962 had brought village leaders into contact with Natives outside the North Slope. Attempts to develop statewide Native political endorsements in January 1966 increased these contacts. Then in early June 1966, a charter of twenty-five members of the Cook Inlet Native Association (CINA) flew to Barrow for informal meetings with ASNA members. Lloyd Ahvakana, vice president of CINA (now director of Administration and Finance of the North Slope Borough), represented CINA president Emil Notti, calling for Native unity and common political action. Leaders of the two associations made plans for a convention of officers of Native associations from throughout the state, which was called by Emil Notti and held in Anchorage in October 1966.

ASNA’s role in organizing the statewide Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN) was supporting, not leading. Its leaders served as directors of the AFN and as chairmen of some of its standing committees, and Eben Hopson was to serve later as executive director. Yet ASNA frequently played the spoiler at AFN meetings and in statewide Native planning on land claims. This stance developed gradually as ASNA leaders realized their political power within the AFN was limited by the size of the constituency they represented (about 7 percent of the state Native population) as compared to the
land area they claimed. And, by sitting on the richest oil-bearing lands in the nation, ASNA had the most to lose from a quick, expeditious settlement.

We turn now to an examination of the early land-claims struggle of the ASNA, the pulse and rhythm of which is frequently repeated in today’s politics of the North Slope Borough.

Developing and Sustaining Momentum on Land Claims

Interest in Land. With respect to the interest in lands, ASNA was more united and aggressive than any other Native association in Alaska. When Charlie Edwardsen, Jr. called the first meeting of ASNA directors in January 1966, he proposed a claim for all lands north of the Brooks Range (58 million acres) based on aboriginal use and occupancy. The directors agreed to retain William L. Paul, Sr., a Tlingit Indian who had been an active force in the Alaska Native Brotherhood and was regarded as the leading Indian claims lawyer. The claims were to be filed immediately with the federal Interior Department, and Paul was instructed to write Governor Egan notifying him of this claim and protesting any activity—sales or leases—of state-selected land on the North Slope. Stating goals which now seem hackneyed, members sought the land so that the area might become “an economically independent, self-supporting segment of President Johnson’s Great Society.”

The claim was supported enthusiastically at meetings in each of the villages of the North Slope, and the ASNA land position was endorsed by all delegates from the villages at general meetings in Barrow.

Strategy of Opposition. ASNA’s campaign on land developed quickly and never lost momentum. Directors of the association lost no chance to protest any action they viewed as detrimental to the ASNA land claim. The depth of this interest in land placed ASNA in opposition to oil companies, state and federal government officials, and, significantly, the AFN.

ASNA expressed disappointment with Senator Gruening’s proposal to resolve land claims, which gave Natives “nothing more than what they have now.” The ASNA executive director, who was a white, said:

No, Senator, the Native people have begun to grow up even an you have grown old [Gruening was then in his seventies], and what they would accept gratefully without question forty years ago, they will not do so now. The age of reasoning and questioning has come to the Natives. . . . It may be that, in that ethnic ties transcend international boundaries, the whole thing would be more properly settled by an organization such as the UN. . . . It is almost certain that countries having been liberated so recently from the status of the white man’s colonies would be entirely sympathetic to the Native cause and justice for them.

As the state moved to lease North Slope lands, ASNA filed a petition in
U.S. District Court on behalf of the Inupiat Eskimo people occupying the Arctic Slope to "prevent the sale, lease, or transfer by any means" of oil, gas, and mineral leases in the Arctic. In its request for an injunction, ASNA asked that money received by the federal and state governments in payment for leases be held in escrow until settlement of the land claims suit it had filed. (An Arctic Slope parcel of 38,000 acres scheduled for sale in October 1966 was removed after this petition was filed.) This ASNA petition was withdrawn before the first organizational meeting of the AFN "so as not to prejudice the land claims hearings under way at that time."18

When newly elected Governor Hickel decided to sell oil and gas leases on lands under claim by Eskimos in December 1966, ASNA again protested, writing U.S. Department of the Interior Secretary Udall and asking him to withdraw tentative approval of state title to the lands.19

ASNA objected to the first major land-claims bill, which was drafted by the Interior Department and submitted to Congress in May 1967. It regarded the proposed land settlement as inadequate, and the 25-year trusteeship concept in the bill as absolutely unacceptable.20 In congressional hearings on this land-claims measure, ASNA objected to the solution of land problems by paying off Natives. Calling this the "curse of modern political practice," the association's new attorney, Fred Paul (son of William Paul), noted that the Bureau of Indian Affairs received $300 million annually from Congress but had yet to solve major Indian problems. ASNA appealed for land: "Its whole fight has been for the land of their forefathers, where their culture is inextricably woven and where they today make sustenance."21

By January 1968, AFN's Alaska Native Land Claims Task Force had recommended the outlines of an acceptable legislative proposal, calling for 40 million acres of land and mineral royalty interests in state and federal land. As the AFN task force report gained support in other Native regions, ASNA proposed that each group of Native peoples in Alaska seek separate legislative settlements. Eben Hopson commented:

To begin with, several tribes of Native people filed claims separate of each other, then all of a sudden, someone came up with the bright idea of pooling the claims into one package and proposed a settlement where, in their present state, would never see the light of day. . . . Each tribe of people . . . are proud of their heritage and identification. No Tlingit is going to be happy if you call him an Eskimo . . . and for your information, I don't like to be called anything but an Eskimo.22

ASNA resolutions deplored the presentation of land claims bills in Congress drafted without representation from the Arctic Slope and without consideration for the just settlement of ASNA claims. Moreover, they claimed other meetings connected with development on the North Slope had been called without consent and consultation of the ASNA.23 Thus, ASNA di-
rectors sought to divorce their association from AFN-proposed legislation.

New Opportunities and Resources. The oil discovery at Prudhoe Bay announced in June 1968 was an opportunity which enabled the ASNA to increase its power vis-a-vis other organizations, for the value of the land over which it had aboriginal rights was now established. The discovery also focused attention on environmental interests (e.g., caribou habitats and fisheries which would be affected by oil development) and economic interests (e.g., Native unemployment which might be alleviated by construction employment at Prudhoe Bay).

More confident because of this opportunity, ASNA instructed its attorney to prepare alternative methods to pursue land rights on the North Slope if the Interior Department lifted the federal land freeze in Alaska. The association was prepared to contest every application for development, using hearing and appellate procedures of the Bureau of Land Management and, if necessary, filing suit in federal courts all the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.24

As the state’s North Slope oil and gas lease sale approached, ASNA directors felt there might be sufficient questions on the title of lease offers on which to base an injunction (the state had only tentative approval to those lands). ASNA did not protest the lease sales then, but one of its leaders employed a new resource to mobilize opposition. Charlie Edwardsen, Jr., leading a handful of Eskimos and Indians, picketed and distributed leaflets outside the Anchorage auditorium in which leases were sold in September 1969. Protestors displayed signs reading "$2 billion Native land robbery" and "Eskimos own North Slope." Edwardsen called the sale "economic genocide on a Native minority."25 He alone of Native leaders exploited the publicity surrounding this event. After the sales, ASNA petitioned the Interior Secretary to invalidate the leases and protect the land rights of all North Slope Eskimos (a petition which was later withdrawn).

ASNA, then, was the most aggressive and mobilized of the Native associations formed in the 1960s. It was atypical in the extremity of its defense of the interests that had come to motivate all Native associations—the demand for clear title to the greatest amount of land that Congress would award, compensation for lands on which title was extinguished, and recognition of the self-governing capability of Native citizens.

Statewide Native Organization: AFN

The third stage of the Native land claims movement was represented in the development of the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN).
Organization and Development of a Common Position on Land Claims

Formal actions organizing the AFN took place in October 1966 and in the early months of 1967. Emil Notti, president of the Cook Inlet Native Association, called the first statewide meeting of representatives of associations to consider a broad range of issues, particularly the statewide Native interest in land. One catalyst to the convening of Native groups was a statement by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs that the BIA would recommend to Congress the contents of a settlement of the Native land claims without consulting the Alaska Natives. The commissioner may have intended to hear the requests of Native peoples before actually drafting a settlement plan, but the implication that the BIA would act alone angered many Natives. The avowed chief purposes of the meeting were to federate the regional Native associations and to draft a policy statement on land rights and other important issues.

At the first meeting, representatives from the ASNA and interior Alaska Native delegations opposed the creation of a strong, centralized Native organization; thus the initial title of the group was Alaska Federation of Native Associations, and the associations were loosely connected. Two further meetings were required before all Native associations joined under the new title, Alaska Federation of Natives; constitutional changes emphasized the "local autonomy" of association components and admitted individual Natives to membership. Constitutional changes also resulted in lower dues (satisfying the ASNA) and made each region's vote equal.

AFN's proposed legislation on land claims was approved by conference delegates; it would have granted to Native communities ownership of the lands they had traditionally used and occupied. It would also have assured compensation for Natives whose lands were beyond hope of recovery. The initial draft was promptly endorsed by top Republican and Democratic statewide candidates in the 1968 elections.

As we shall note below, AFN changed and expanded its policy on land claims several times in response to internal (Native) and external requirements. However, it consistently upheld the principles of the AFN proposal: (1) enough land to sustain a subsistence economy for those Natives who chose to retain their traditional life-styles; (2) adequate compensation for lands taken in the past; (3) a just monetary settlement for extinguishment of Indian title to the remaining land, including a perpetual royalty interest in the mineral resources of that land; and (4) Native control over the money and the land received in the settlement.

Political Opportunities

As a political structure, the AFN became a vital center for statewide political support. The AFN organizing convention was held 2 weeks before
state elections; each candidate for an important federal or state office not only addressed the 300 leaders assembled but also gave them tangible evidence of his desire to please and satisfy the statewide conference delegates. Two years later, in the 1968 elections, candidates for the U.S. Senate reportedly hired influential Natives to help curry support from conferencees. While delegates considered the formation of a political arm, they made no political endorsements in that year. Then, in 1970, ten AFN board members formed a political arm separate from the statewide organization and not funded by it.

By late July 1970, the newly organized group had been titled the “Alaska Natives Political Education Committee.” It had sent out a thirty-item questionnaire on the adequacy of land and money settlements in the U.S. Senate bill then under consideration. The committee endorsed for Governor Larry Carr—the only candidate who responded to the questionnaire. (He was later defeated in the Democratic primary.) The group also endorsed Natives Emil Notti for secretary of state and Willie Hensley for state senator. Notti lost the primary, but won 70 percent of the Native vote. Hensley was elected to the state senate, as was expected.

Trading endorsements for support of the AFN land-claims bill, AFN endorsed William Egan for governor in the 1970 general elections. Egan accepted the essentials of the AFN bill, and, upon election, he appointed two prominent Native leaders to his administration: Byron Mallott was named director of the Local Affairs Agency and Eben Hopson became an aide to the governor, specializing in problems of Alaska Natives.

Problems in the Development of a Unifying Structure for Natives

AFN had a pluralistic political structure; seats on the Board of Directors were allocated to regional associations in 1969, with each region being represented by one director. Officers of AFN were selected by the membership at annual meetings where regional association voting blocks quickly developed, corresponding to the populations and not to the land areas of the various associations. This structural arrangement gave power in the federation to either the most populous groups or those who could form voting coalitions with greatest dexterity. Thus, the early leaders of the federation represented Athabaskan and Tlingit Indians, to the disadvantage of the fragmented Eskimo groups, particularly the Inupiat of the North Slope.

Unification of associations with differing aims—withstanding the common interest of all Natives in a just congressional land claims settlement—was never an easy process. The AFN was more successful at unifying Alaska Natives than any previous group or association had been, but there were major breaks in the Natives’ united front during the land claims struggle. ASNA’s strategy of opposition was the stumbling block to a unified posi-
tion. In October 1970, Charlie Edwardsen made a surprise announcement at the convention of the National Congress of American Indians meeting in Anchorage that the ASNA was withdrawing from AFN because the latter organization had "over-compromised and undersold" the Arctic Slope in land-claims negotiations. New ASNA president Joe Upicksoun and Edwardsen both felt that AFN had lost sight of the "fundamental principle on which the settlement was premised—a land claim was not a federal welfare program or another piece of antipoverty legislation." The sentiments which underlay this decision to withdraw reflected the perceived isolation of the North Slope Eskimos. An ASNA position paper submitted to an earlier AFN meeting in Juneau remarked:

Compared to the rest of Alaska, in the past the North Slope Eskimo has had only feeble assistance from organized government. Who will suffer if there is an oil spill or a fire? Who will pay Eskimos for destruction of land, caribou, fish? The State of Alaska wants to steal our lands; the Senate committee wants to buy them and pay the other Natives of Alaska.... The AFN has failed to support North Slope Eskimos. By direct orders from the Steering Committee just one year ago, the AFN forbade our representatives from testifying before the Senate Committee. We cooperated and this is what we got...  

ASNA pursued its independent strategy by filing a land-claims proposal in outline form with the chairman of the U.S. House of Representatives’ Indian Affairs Subcommittee. (Unlike the AFN bill, the ASNA proposal asked for distribution of land and money to seven regional corporations, with no statewide corporation.)

AFN upped its demands of land from 40 to 60 million acres and agreed to distribute benefits on the basis of lands lost to propitiate ASNA. However, the new distribution formula was questioned by the Tlingit-Haida Council, which insisted that both land and money be distributed on the basis of population, not on the amount of land claimed. A compromise on the distribution of benefits produced a fragile unity.

In December 1971, when a symbolic vote was taken at the AFN meeting commemorating President Nixon’s signing of the Alaskan Native Claims Act, ASNA voted nay. Joe Upicksoun commented:

We Inupiat Eskimos have never wanted money as such—we wanted land. You are getting paid faster because ASNA said no, no, no. We did not see a single regional association help the ASNA.

AFN Mobilization of Resources

Despite these departures from united leadership and shared goals, AFN mastered state and national political processes in the land claims movement through its successful mobilization of resources.
Increase in Resources. AFN increased Native resources in money, communications, nationwide statements of support, and legal talent. The Yakima Indians of Washington loaned the AFN $225,000 without collateral, and the Tyonek Indians loaned it $100,000. Smaller grants and loans were made by other organizations—particularly, the American Association of Indian Affairs and various churches.

During the last 2 years of the land-claims movement, AFN maintained a Washington, D.C. office. Either the president or executive director was present in Washington throughout this period to monitor developments in Congress. They maintained daily communications with congressional offices of the Alaska delegation for this purpose. And AFN established a public relations office which published a brochure on land claims, which it distributed nationwide.38

A significant source of national political support was the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI). The largest as well as oldest national organization of Indians, NCAI gave unqualified support to AFN. Support for Native positions also came from labor unions, conservationists, and, most importantly, oil companies—a powerful coalition which assured the eventual success of the movement.

Finally, AFN attracted the support of competent state lawyers when it had no money to pay expensive legal fees. Then, as congressional consideration of land claims became more intense, AFN made the critical decision to retain national counsel. This course of action was first recommended by Stanley McCutcheon. John Borbridge recommended that AFN retain Arthur Goldberg (former associate justice of the U.S. Supreme Court) and Ramsey Clark (former U.S. attorney general). One could hardly imagine a more prestigious team, and the value of using them as agents became apparent during committee hearings on the various house, senate, Interior Department, and AFN bills. Goldberg and Clark were well known by committee staff and congressmen. While their presentation was no more adroit than that of regional association counsel at previous hearings, they helped legitimize AFN's positions, making them acceptable to officials in Washington who understood the dynamics of the land claims movement imperfectly if at all.

Control and Utilization of Political Resources. Retaining prestigious national counsel, however, made regional counsel jealous. Edgar Boyko, the lawyer representing Kodiak Natives (and formerly state attorney general) thought Goldberg should be fired, which he claimed would save AFN some $50 million. Goldberg resigned after this insult, but AFN officials succeeded in having him withdraw his resignation. Yet, AFN also declared that attorneys were dispensable and retained on a hire/fire basis; final decisions would rest with Natives.39
The AFN displayed political expertise in dealing with state officials, the Interior Department, congressmen, and finally with the president. For example, when Walter Hickel was nominated to be Secretary of the Interior, he suggested he would end the freeze on public lands in Alaska—which was one obstacle to construction of an oil pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. Hickel stated, "what [former Secretary] Udall can do I can undo." AFN leaders immediately set about to change Hickel's views while they sought means to compel him to continue the freeze. Finally, the five-man AFN team in Washington succeeded in holding Hickel's nomination hostage in a senate committee until he agreed, in writing, to continue the land freeze. Eben Hopson said of this process, "possibly, we have gained a million dollars worth of publicity on Natives and claims during the hearings; the press has been very favorable."

AFN leaders applied pressure on the state's three congressmen to maintain a common position. Careful lest the congressmen's sensibilities be aroused, the Native leaders tried to soothe bruised egos, indicating subtly the value of service to Natives.

AFN leaders also cultivated relationships with the chairmen of the House and Senate Interior committees, whom they persuaded to hold hearings in Alaska (in Fairbanks, Anchorage, and Barrow) and carefully arranged testimony for these hearings. For example, the hearings of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs in Barrow was attended by some 500 Arctic Slope Eskimos. The program presented Eskimo songs, dances, and displays of Native crafts and artwork. Then Natives gave testimony describing their subsistence use of the entire North Slope and attacking the state's vacillation on Native claims. Although AFN leaders were not always skillful in dealing with congressmen, pressure was for the most part applied gently and consistently.

Finally, the AFN leadership lobbied the executive—members of the White House staff, the vice president, and president in a manner that was orderly and effective. Don Wright, AFN president in 1971, used his connections with the National Congress of American Indians (NCAI) to provide supporting letters and testimony. AFN leaders attended an NCAI annual meeting addressed by the vice president, Spiro Agnew, and met for several hours with Agnew's staff. Subsequently, Wright met with President Nixon personally.

Native Political Development

Changes in Participation

This 10-year movement resulted in considerable political participation by the Alaska Native population. While it is difficult to measure exactly the
percentage of the Native population that joined in discussion or action on land claims, audience counts for public meetings indicated that half to three-fourths of adult Natives attended one or more meetings. On the basis of published accounts of these meetings, those who attended seemed informed about the threats to their aboriginal rights to the land and genuinely concerned about the need to unify in order to gain a satisfactory settlement.

The antipoverty campaigns in rural Alaska had prepared Natives for involvement, but the nature of that campaign (there being no human target or immediately feasible way of eradicating malnutrition, poor housing, lack of opportunity) provided outlets of activity for only a few. Land claims, on the other hand, were practical matters with real heroes and villains, and the movement engaged many Natives.

As in most movements, however, the active participants were a minority of adult Natives. A perusal of organization lists of Native associations during this period shows continuity in office, with the same individuals performing leadership roles. The development of regional and statewide associations was thus vital for the entire movement: it provided new status in Native communities for younger, more dynamic, upwardly-mobile Natives, and by conferring office, ensured the support and continuous participation of these leaders. Thus, the theory of organizational structure of Native associations implied a very close, symbiotic relationship between leaders and led, but the facts of representation suggest that associations were elite caucuses. This is not to suggest that leaders took positions on land divergent from the mass of Native peoples. Instead, they assumed positions that they believed would represent the views of the community without consulting them regularly.

Leadership Changes

During the land claims period, it was not fashionable to criticize Native leaders—except those, such as Upicksoun and Edwardsen, who took extreme positions and used "non-Native" tactics. Opinion leaders tended to be highly supportive; for example, the Tundra Times editorialized regularly on the "new breed" of Native leadership which was changing the face of rural, Native Alaska.

In what ways were leaders of the land claims movement different from traditional leaders? First, they were younger men. For example, Willie Hensley, Byron Mallott, Charlie Edwardsen, and Emil Notti were all less than 40 years old. Second, they differed in education. Most of the movement's leaders had completed high school, which contributed to their acculturation to white society. Third, they were more knowledgeable about politics and law and more willing to experiment with different kinds of political tactics. And, they were politically assertive, not passive. Fourth, the new leaders
were more likely to have a statewide orientation. By this we mean they were less tied to their villages of origin. They were more experienced in the various Alaska communities, having either travelled extensively as part of their educational training or participated in antipoverty programs in areas other than their own. Finally, in attitude they responded to the tempos of the 1960s rather than to those of the 1940—intent on dealing with administrators and politicians as equals, not merely as clients of administrative agencies.

A Movement, Not a Revolution

In 1969, John Borbridge, Jr., then vice president of the AFN and president of the Central Council of the Tlingit and Haida Indians, said that land had been the one issue that could unite all the Native peoples and get them to organize. From the association, there had been an “emergence of a consciousness of one’s Nativeness.” At the same time, a “regional concept” had emerged which would allow “room for differences” among the various peoples in the different parts of Alaska. He pointed out two alternatives for the Natives: an opportunity to participate “within the political framework” or “recourse to militancy” and “Red Power.” He said the Natives preferred the former.46

The land claims movement was indeed collective action within the American political framework. We examine now the results of the movement and some of their implications for rural Native Alaska.
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A number of bills were introduced in Congress from 1967 until final resolution of the Native land issue with passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA) in 1971. These bills differed in sponsorship—an important point in the fate of congressional legislation—and in substance. The major issues occasioning conflict were (1) the size of the land settlement, with proposals ranging from as few as 100 thousand to as many as 60 million acres; (2) the amount of compensation for land already taken and the period over which this would be paid; (3) the extent to which Natives would share in income from state and federal mineral leases; and (4) the organizational structures and allocation of authority for administration of lands and funds. Below, we outline the legislative campaign, examine provisions of ANCSA, review the early years of implementation, and consider post-ANCSA developments in the unorganized borough.

Legislative History

The Secretary of the Interior's administrative freeze on Alaska land transactions precipitated the first two bills to settle Native claims, which were introduced in Congress in 1967. One was sponsored by the U.S. Department of the Interior and the other by the Alaska Federation of Natives (AFN), and both authorized courts to determine the amount to be paid Natives for lost lands. Native leaders opposed the Interior bill because the 8- to 10-million acres to be granted were insufficient for traditional uses, the land was to be in trust status, and only token compensation would have been permitted for lands taken.

At this point, Alaska's Governor Hickel was forced by the land freeze to cooperate with the AFN in forming the Land Claims Task Force, which was headed by Kotzebue Native Willie Hensley, comprised of other Native leaders, and sponsored by the state. The task force bill recommended award of 40 million acres of land; 10 percent of the federal income from Alaska's Outer Continental Shelf oil lease royalties; and administration through statewide, regional, and village business corporations. It was introduced in Congress in 1968 by Alaska's U.S. Senator Gruening, but little support could be generated for the substantial departures from precedent that the bill represented.

Before action was taken on these bills by committees in either house, Henry Jackson, chairman of the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, called for comprehensive research as a basis for legislation, nominating the Federal Field Committee for Development Planning in Alaska to un-
The field committee's publication, *Alaska Natives and the Land*, was influential because it documented "scientifically" Native aboriginal use and occupancy of large tracts of land—i.e., it gave substantive meaning to the "subsistence" concept. Its recommendations clearly tied economic development to a land settlement. The separate field committee memorandum of recommendations was the basis of a bill introduced by Senator Jackson which raised the possible compensation to 1 billion dollars, but only 7-to-10 million acres of land were proposed (although other lands would be available for use by Natives).

Following the field committee's proposal for revenue sharing from public lands and mineral leases, AFN revised its position in a new bill offered in May 1969. Repeating previous claims for 40 million acres and a $500 million appropriation, AFN now called for a 2-percent perpetual share of revenues produced from public lands, including those selected by the state. This bill was written in view of the state's prospective oil lease sale in September 1969. Another major feature of AFN's bill called for administration of the settlement largely through regional corporations controlled by Natives.

During 1970, only the Senate acted on Native claims legislation; Senator Jackson's committee recommended enactment of Jackson's bill which offered Natives no more than 1 million acres and proposed administration of benefits through statewide, not regional, corporations. This bill was reintroduced in the 92nd Congress, which convened in 1971. At that time, two other bills were introduced. The old AFN proposal, changed now to satisfy Arctic Slope Native Association objections (asking for 60 million acres of land and its distribution on the basis of the amount of lands claimed) was introduced in both houses. The third bill was that of the chairman of the House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs; it provided for only 100 thousand acres of land, with use of additional lands permitted for subsistence, and administration through an agency controlled by the governor of Alaska.

At this point, AFN sought and obtained presidential support. One of the major factors leading to the Natives’ ultimate legislative success was the continuing delay in construction of a pipeline to carry oil from the North Slope to Valdez—a delay caused in part by Native land claims. The oil companies were anxious for a settlement, and the White House was sympathetic to their concerns. Senator Ted Stevens, the lone Republican in the state's congressional delegation, was instrumental in showing the White House that a village-based settlement would not conflict with state land selections. In April 1971, the administration proposed 40 million acres, $500 million in direct compensation, and $500 million from mineral revenues. The apparent generosity of this proposal aided legislative changes in the House. The House subcommittee report came near the administration bill, and the full House
accepted its provisions: 40 million acres of land, $425 million in direct compensation paid over 10 years, and $500 million to be paid from state and federal mineral revenues, administered through twelve regional corporations. Shortly thereafter, the Senate Interior committee recommended 50 million acres (20 million of which would not be owned outright), $500 million from mineral revenue sharing, $500 million from the federal treasury, but only seven regional corporations (including one for urban Natives, another for out-of-state Natives) and two statewide corporations. This bill also passed in the Senate with little opposition.

Differences between the two bills were compromised in the conference committee, with the results favoring the AFN position, which emphasized the role of Native-controlled regional corporations for the administration of settlement land and money.

Congressional hearings on the various land-claim measures produced only a moderate amount of organized opposition. Some private individuals spoke out against the bills, and a few organized groups opposed them publicly. The Alaska Miners’ Association objected to any settlement, noting that the Indian Claims Commission (empowered to handle unresolved Native claims) had expired in 1951. Furthermore, miners objected to limits on mineral exploration that they feared a large land grant would impose. The Alaska Sportsmen’s Council complained that legislation would reserve the best hunting areas in the state for Natives. Although the national AFL-CIO supported the Native position consistently, the Alaska AFL-CIO switched sides at the last moment, primarily because of local pressures from the rank-and-file against Native interests. But by this time, congressional testimony was over, so only informal pressure was brought on Congress, through letters to the congressional delegation. The most vocal opponent in the state was the Anchorage Times. However, its strident opposition to the AFN proposals in 1969 had moderated by the close of congressional hearings.2

Other major actors in the legislative campaign were always potential supporters of claims legislation. Through fortuitous circumstances and the timing of events as well as a great deal of lobbying, bills were produced to which no major national interest group objected. However, there was backsliding in Juneau after Walter Hickel left for Washington, D.C. in 1969. The transitional Miller administration reasserted the contention that the land-claims issue was a federal matter and that funds to settle it should not come from the state. But the land freeze and the perceived need to expedite oil and gas development made congressional legislation an urgent issue for Alaska’s governors. By 1971, Governor Egan not only stated that a 60-million-acre settlement would be acceptable, but also agreed to the 2-percent share of state mineral revenues for Natives.
The oil industry initially objected to the concept of a generous land settlement, and throughout the campaign, they refused to negotiate with regional or statewide Native associations. However, the filing of claims to lands on which oil companies held leases, and particularly the filing of petitions for injunctions against their ongoing exploration programs (primarily by the Arctic Slope Native Association), made their investments unstable. But most unsettling was the prospect that no pipeline permit would be issued by the Interior Department until land claims were settled. The state and national Chamber of Commerce also objected initially. However, by late 1970, they had decided that any bill would be better than no bill at all.

Finally, the president, in addition to responding to the ramifications of the land freeze, was seeking support among nonwhite Americans for the upcoming presidential elections, and Native Americans were prominent targets of administration initiatives. A presidential supporter in the Senate, Alaska’s Ted Stevens, was up for election that year too.

In sum, the legislative campaign provided enough success at critical junctures to give Native leaders confidence in their abilities and to retain the support of followers and allies. The several setbacks were relatively minor; in fact, they probably played a role in continuing interest in the movement among the less committed Natives.

Provisions of ANCSA

The Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act (ANCSA), signed by the President on December 18, 1971, established twelve regional corporations within the state. A thirteenth corporation was also formed for nonresident Natives, but this corporation participates only in the money settlement and receives no title to land. In addition, all Native villages were required to form village corporations which, with the advice of the regional corporations, were to make land selections and plan for use of the money received under ANCSA.

Direct cash compensation for Native claims given up will total $962.5 million, of which $462.5 million comes directly from congressional appropriations and will be paid in installments extending to 1982. The remaining $500 million will not be paid according to a fixed schedule, but will be received as 2 percent of the mineral revenues from state and federal lands. (The most significant such revenues are those from the North Slope, where oil production began in 1977.)

Under the land settlement portion of ANCSA, village corporations will receive title to 22 of the total 40 million acres. Sixteen million acres are to be selected by six regional corporations on the basis of the land claims within their regions, not their populations (this being the result of ASNA's
work). The remaining 2 million acres are set aside for all regional corporations to be used for special purposes—grants to Native corporations in non-Native cities, grants for Native allotments filed before passage of the act, for historic sites, and for Natives residing away from villages. The land going to each village is determined on the basis of population only.\(^5\) The village corporations will, however, own only the surface estate of the lands selected. The subsurface will belong to the regional corporations.

The nearly one billion dollars in cash paid out under ANCSA goes initially to the regional corporations, which then are responsible for the distribution of this cash to individual Natives and to village corporations. There are, however, certain constraints imposed by the act with regard to distribution. Roughly speaking, at least half of the money received must be distributed to individuals and village corporations. In addition, during the first 5 years of the act, at least 10 percent of the money must be distributed directly to individuals. ANCSA is unclear on the distribution of a larger proportion of the money, and state corporate law establishes certain requirements as to the corporation’s profit level before further funds can be distributed. Thus, it will be many years before any money distributed per capita will exceed small, token amounts relative to the amounts of money involved in the settlement.

In addition to the cash compensation received, regional corporations also earn income from investments, but there has been continuing disagreement over what constitutes “income” and the distribution rules for corporate earnings. ANCSA is vague on this point. The ANCSA conference report said that corporations did not need to redistribute proceeds from investment income, the implication being that corporations might need to hold these for further investment. In short, it is unclear whether corporations are legally obligated to distribute these earnings as dividends to village corporations and at-large shareholders.

A special “shared wealth” provision of ANCSA has also been the subject of continuing litigation. Under Section 7(i) of the act, 70 percent of all interest received by regional corporations on delayed distribution of their timber resources and subsurface estate are to be divided annually among all twelve regional corporations. Some corporations, such as NANA, have made small distributions under the terms of 7(i). Others have brought law suits under this provision which have resulted in out-of-court settlements (for example, Arctic Slope Regional Corporation has reached sizable settlements with several other regional corporations) or are still being litigated.\(^6\)

**Implementation of ANCSA**

Upon passage of ANCSA, the Interior Secretary set aside land surround-
ing villages before lifting the land freeze. Interior Department withdrawals protected these lands over the 3-year period in which village corporations could make selections and the 4-year period in which regional corporations could select.

All money and virtually all land are to go initially to business corporations; through these organizations, most of the benefits flow to enrolled Natives. Some special benefits and limitations, however, apply to Native regional and village corporations under ANCSA. First, shares in the corporations cannot be alienated for 20 years. This provision insured that Native corporations would not be overwhelmed immediately by multinational and other non-Native corporations operating in Alaska. Second, money received by individuals and corporations as their share of compensation cannot be taxed. (Money received as shares of profits derived from corporate investment, sales, or leases of resources, however, can be taxed.) And the corporations pay no property taxes on lands they acquire until 1992, except on lands leased or developed. These provisions protect against erosion of the value of the settlement by federal, state, and local taxes on income and property.

The boundaries of the regional corporations resembled those of the Native associations (see Map 4). With advance payments from the Alaska Native Fund established in the U.S. Treasury for deposit of settlement act money, regional corporations were in operation by mid-1972. Their staffs assisted villages in the regions to become incorporated and to begin planning for village land selections. Geologists and other specialists were employed to aid villages in identifying the natural resources of lands they might select. Their attorneys were engaged both in analyzing the detailed regulations proposed by the Interior Department to implement the act and in filing appeals for those whose enrollments had been rejected.

By mid-1978, the twelve regional corporations had received about $374 million under the act, about half of this going to village corporations and individuals. Remaining funds were used in: (1) the administration of the settlement act (an issue in several regional corporations is the considerable overhead cost following incorporation); (2) litigation with the federal government (BLM) over land conveyance; or (3) investments. Most of the funds retained by regional corporations have been invested in banks or securities. Some corporations have invested in new enterprises, for example:

- NANA Regional Corporation purchased a hotel in Kotzebue and built a second.
- The Arctic Slope Regional Corporation bought the department store in Barrow and built a hotel/restaurant there.
• Sealaska Corporation constructed an office building in Juneau.

• Calista Corporation built a high-rise hotel in Anchorage.

• Bristol Bay Native Corporation purchased one of the largest hotels in Anchorage.

• Aleut Corporation purchased two crabbing and fishing boats.

More than 200 village corporations were certified as eligible to obtain land and money benefits under the act, and all completed their filing for title to surface estates by December 18, 1974. In receiving cash disbursements, some village corporations have also hired staffs to complete land selections, issue stock, and plan the investment of corporate funds. Other village corporations, for example in the upper Kuskokwim and Yukon area, developed inter-village staffs, and the NANA area villages merged with the regional corporation. Many village corporations have purchased existing businesses or launched new enterprises. The Togotthele Corporation of Nenana, for example, invested in a sawmill and log-home building enterprise in Nenana. The Bethel Corporation built a million-dollar hotel and apartment building. Many smaller village corporations purchased village stores.

Post-ANCSA Developments in the Unorganized Borough

For-Profit Corporations

The most significant change resulting from the land claims act was the creation of economic organizations operating for profit. Currently, 190 Native corporations (12 regional, 178 village) operate throughout the state, and most function in rural areas which, prior to 1972, were the sites of neither private nor profit-making organizations.

Not all investments in new enterprises have turned a profit, and a few corporations have experienced some heavy loses during their early years of operation. Reviews of recent shareholder meetings of regional corporations indicate that some have made poor investment choices (which have precipitated some changes in the composition of boards of directors) and some have developed large bureaucracies and payrolls, which have further eroded capital resources. The potential profitability of many longer-term ventures in real estate, minerals, fisheries, and timber is, however, yet to be determined.

Early positive effects of the corporations are nonetheless clear. First and most important, the corporations are directed by Natives. Although whites may be found as executive vice presidents or key managers of regional corporations, only Natives sit on boards of directors and hold shares. Thus,
more than 1,000 Natives are currently involved in the management of Native assets and are gaining experience in the operation of business enterprises.

Second, economies of scale are demonstrating that very small villages are not viable economic units. Corporations in these villages have in some cases formed joint ventures with other villages or merged with their regional corporation. This testing of the limits of autonomy and self-determination has not been imposed on Native communities by external agencies as in the past, but has been a result of their own experiences and choices under the settlement act.

Third, the corporations have made at least some investments within their region or village areas, providing new sources of capital for local development. There are variations in the degree to which corporations have favored local over outside locations in investment priorities, and regional corporations especially have looked outside, but the net result has been a substantial increase in available capital supply in areas which were formerly capital-poor.

Fourth, corporations have increased the opportunities of Natives to participate in decisions affecting their lives. Shareholders' meetings are held annually and attract greater attendance than most previous village public assemblages. At these meetings, strategies of local development are sometimes discussed; more importantly, Natives have the opportunity to question, challenge, and ultimately change the board which has managed corporation funds in the previous year. Such events play an educational role, for Natives learn first-hand how part of the local economic system operates. They also socialize Natives into broader patterns of political participation.

Fifth, Native corporations provide jobs for Natives. In rural Alaska, which is still characterized by a limited number of permanent wage-employment opportunities, corporations are a major supplier of jobs.

Nonprofit Corporations

Although the general role of regional corporations was defined in the settlement act, the legislation contained no provision for the regional Native associations from which they had grown. We have noted that many of these associations conducted a variety of social programs supported by grants or contracts from government agencies or foundations, and new nonprofit organizations have been formed in the wake of the settlement act (see table, next page).

These social programs cannot be operated by corporations whose main responsibility is to earn a profit, except in those cases where government program administration is contracted out to private businesses, such as for
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Profit Corporation</th>
<th>Nonprofit Corporation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copper River Basin</td>
<td>Ahtna, Inc.</td>
<td>Copper River Native Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Copper River Basin Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aleutians</td>
<td>Aleut Corporation</td>
<td>Aleutian/Pribilof Islands Association, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Aleutian/Pribilof Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic Slope</td>
<td>Arctic Slope Regional Corp.</td>
<td>Inupiat Community of the Arctic Slope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Arctic Slope Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bering Straits</td>
<td>Bering Straits Native Corp.</td>
<td>Kawerak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Norton Sound Health Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bering Straits Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Bay</td>
<td>Bristol Bay Native Corporation</td>
<td>Bristol Bay Native Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bristol Bay Area Health Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bristol Bay Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwest</td>
<td>Calista Corporation</td>
<td>Association of Village Council Presidents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yupiktak Biita</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Yukon-Kuskokwim Health Corporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AVCP Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nunum Kitlutsisti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prince William Sound-Gulf of</td>
<td>Chugach Natives, Inc.</td>
<td>North Pacific Rim</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alaska</td>
<td></td>
<td>North Pacific Rim Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Inlet</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Region, Inc.</td>
<td>Cook Inlet Native Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior</td>
<td>Doyon, Ltd.</td>
<td>Tanana Chiefs Conference</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tanana Chiefs Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>Koniak, Inc.</td>
<td>Kodiak Area Native Assoc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kodiak Area Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northwest</td>
<td>NANA Regional Corp.</td>
<td>Mauneluk Association</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>NANA Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>Sealaska Corp.</td>
<td>Tlingit-Haida Central Council</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Southeast Alaska Regional Health Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tlingit-Haida Regional Housing Authority</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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delivery of specified services or where corporations undertake contract con-
struction of public facilities.

Thus, the regional Native associations continue as nonprofit corpora-
tions, conducting programs in such areas as health, education, housing, and
employment assistance in their regions. For example, the Cook Inlet Native
Association operates a Native Assistance Center in Anchorage, assisting those
Natives new to the city in locating housing, jobs, and special services. The
Tanana Chiefs Conference operates a variety of programs. Its survival school
was designed to aid Athabaskan students to develop an identity and ties to
their past. Its health center trains village-based health aides in diagnosing
minor health problems.

Almost all Native regions have established regional housing authorities.
These enable regions to apply for federal grants and long-term, low-interest
loans for the construction of public housing, which has already led to a sig-
nificant amount of new construction in rural areas of the state.

Regional nonprofit corporations also play important advocacy roles
within their respective areas. One such corporation urged airlines serving
northwest Alaska to give safety instructions to passengers in Inupiat as well
as English. The Bristol Bay Native Association made strong efforts to desig-
nate its area as a disaster area after an extremely poor salmon run, resulting
in programs to aid fishermen.

Some of the village and regional profit-making corporations make lim-
ited grants to the nonprofit organizations operating in their areas. However,
this source of funds for the most part is not stable; managerial and ad-
ministrative talent is in very short supply.

Government Programs in the Unorganized Borough
We noted above that the Unorganized Borough was an area of no gov-
ernment, at least at the regional level. However, the events of the late 1960s,
particularly the land claims movement and ANCSA, have radically affected
the nature of government (and Native self-government) within it. In the ad-
ministration of programs affecting Natives, state and federal decentralization
has brought about the creation of a profusion of quasigovernments, a multi-
plication of institutions at the local and regional levels, that have tended to
enhance Native power. There have been two major patterns of decentraliza-
tion: (1) the formation of Regional Education Attendance Areas (REAAs)
in the Unorganized Borough in 1976 and (2) the devolution of federal Indian
programs to regional and local Native associations. In addition, the imple-
mentation of state and federal revenue-sharing programs has marginally af-
fected Native communities. The effects of the decentralization measures
have been varied and at some points contradictory, but we would argue that
they are helping to prepare the Unorganized Borough for more advanced forms of regional government in the future.

REAAs in the Unorganized Borough. The Alaska Territorial Legislature in 1917 recognized local school boards as the educational authorities and also formally established a dual rural school system\textsuperscript{15} constituted along Native/non-Native racial lines.\textsuperscript{16} In 1932, however, the territorial legislature abolished rural school boards because of doubt that the boards had sufficient means to control funds allotted them. Organized (essentially urban) districts were unaffected by this and most later changes in educational organization. But all other territorial schools were brought under the authority of the territorial (after 1959, the state) Board of Education. The central board was responsible for daily administration of rural schools, budgeting, and personnel. This arrangement continued until the creation of a State-Operated School (SOS) Board in 1970. The SOS board remained a centralized policymaking authority, permitting local participation only through local advisory school boards, which had negligible influence.

Schools for Alaska Natives operated by the federal government, first through the Bureau of Education, then the Bureau of Indian Affairs, existed alongside the territorial system. While in several urban communities there were separate school facilities, in only a few rural communities did two school systems develop. Instead, the school system was one in which some villages contained territorial schools, others federal schools, but rarely both.\textsuperscript{17} Over the years, more Natives came to attend territorial and city schools than federal schools. Despite the increased number of Natives in territorial schools, administrators made few provisions to solve the educational problems of Native students, feeling that Native education remained the responsibility of the federal government.

Two provisions of the Alaska State Constitution provided the mechanisms for the decentralized school system now found in rural Alaska. Article X of the constitution created a framework for strong but simple local government organization in cities and boroughs (both urban and rural), tying the forms of government to the development of educational systems. The latest formation of a rural borough occurred in 1972, when the Natives of the North Slope formed a borough government and independent school district, gaining local control over schools formerly controlled by the SOS and BIA. This development will be discussed at greater length in the following chapter.

The second provision was a constitutional statement similar to that in the basic laws of other states: “The Legislature shall by general law establish and maintain a system of public schools open to all children of the state, and may provide for other public educational institutions.” Little immediate
concern was paid to Native education upon statehood, despite state and BIA attempts to achieve consistency between the two types of rural school systems. But in the 1960s, educators pointed increasingly to the need for special programs for Natives and a single, distinctive structure for rural schools. State officials agreed in principle to merge rural schools into a single, state-controlled system. But it was the emergence of Native associations and the land-claims movement which made these issues salient and forced a change in educational organization.

Land-claims leaders had expressed demands for community control over education of Alaskan Natives. The passage of ANCSA, by setting up regional and village Native corporations with cash and wealth in land, created an organizational impetus for decentralized educational services. Native leaders pressured the state legislature in 1975 to decentralize the SOS, and by 1 July 1976, twenty-one Regional Educational Attendance Areas (REAAs) were created. The new districts were formed within the boundaries of Native regional corporations. They lacked plenary powers and depended on the state for revenues that they were unable to supplement, but REAAs were given de facto control over budgets and personnel. Concurrently, in 1976, a suit (Hootch v. Lind) was brought against the state to build high schools in small villages so that high school students would not need to leave their homes to continue their education. The state settled out of court; the resultant consent decree called for new school programs and construction of schools in ninety-five villages.

Notwithstanding its intent to assume control of BIA schools, the state moved slowly to integrate them into the statewide system. By 1975, forty-three of the BIA schools operated by the federal government had not changed hands, and again, developments in federal Indian policy influenced the pattern of educational organization in Alaska. The Indian Self-Determination Act of 1975 (to be discussed below) provided for the contracting out to tribal organizations of some educational services, and follow-up legislation in 1978 provided for decentralization of Indian schools and the making of budgetary, curriculum, and personnel decisions by boards at the local school level.

Of these various developments in the field of education, the formation of REAAs has had the greatest immediate impact on Native self-government.

The 1975 state legislation provided that REAA boundaries would follow regional boundaries set under the Native Claims Settlement Act, with some regions containing two or more REAAs; but an additional provision prescribed other characteristics for REAAs, a provision comparable to the statute establishing standards for borough incorporation:
As far as practicable, each Regional Education Attendance Area shall contain an integrated socio-economic, linguistically and culturally homogeneous area. In the formation of Regional Education Attendance Areas, consideration shall be given to the transportation and communication network to facilitate the administration and communication between communities that comprise the area.  

Within each REAA the voters elect a board of from five to eleven members. In addition, every community with a school has a community school committee. (The power and functioning of these committees is now in doubt.) Unlike organized borough and first-class city district school boards in the state, authority of the REAA boards is not plenary (they have only those powers delegated from the legislature). They may not establish new schools, but they have broad curricular powers, including the power "to adopt regulations governing organization, policies and procedures for the operation of the schools" and "to develop a philosophy of education, principles and goals for its schools." REAA boards may incur debts and contract independently; they hire teachers and staff, set salaries, and engage in purchasing and in disbursing funds. The state provides virtually all of the funds for operating and capital costs, although some assistance is available through federal programs as well; as mentioned, there are no local financial contributions for the support of REAAs.

The effects of decentralization upon the potential formation of new regional governments in the Unorganized Borough are mixed. On the one hand, the REAAs have enhanced local control of school programs. Most rural residents seemed eager to use the new REAAs, doubtless because of dissatisfaction with the old SOS, and they have increased regional identifications. On the other hand, there are some major impediments of the REAAs as potential building blocks for the formation of new regional governments. Most of the REAAs are property poor and cannot generate tax revenues, and since they have an advantageous funding schedule, with all funds provided by state (and some federal) sources, there is little financial incentive for them to seek city or borough incorporation in order to acquire general government powers and to create independent school districts. Nevertheless, in two REAA districts, Yukon Flats and lower Kuskokwim, there is now strong interest in the formation of borough governments.

Decentralization of Federal Indian Programs. In 1975, a major change occurred in the administration of Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) programs under terms of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act (Public Law 93-638). Section 2 of the act suggests the major motivation behind its passage:

The prolonged Federal domination of Indian service programs has served to retard rather than enhance the progress of Indian people and their communities by depriving Indians of the full opportunity to develop leadership skills crucial to the realization of self-government, and has denied to the Indian people an effective voice in
the planning and implementation of programs for the benefit of Indians which are responsive to the true needs of Indian communities.

Essentially, this act provided the legal mechanism for contracting the functions of BIA, including their planning and implementation, to Native American groups—leaving only the monitoring of contract compliance in the hands of the BIA.

Administration of the provisions of the act in Alaska has involved a confusing number of local and regional organizations that are solely or primarily Native: (1) traditional (tribal) councils, (2) IRA corporations, (3) Native municipalities (mostly second-class cities), (4) village and regional for-profit corporations, and (5) nonprofit regional Native associations. Any of these organizations may contract for health, education, or social services with the Secretary of the Interior (through the BIA) or the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare (HEW). This has led to confusion over which organization does contract.

In rural Native Alaska, the mechanism for application and administration of grants and contracts has been the regional, nonprofit Native association, whether or not it is federally chartered. For example, BIA and HEW Indian programs for villages in interior Alaska, formerly administered by the Fairbanks BIA office, are now administered through the Tanana Chiefs Conference (a regional nonprofit association). Its board has forty-three members; forty-one of these represent the Athabaskan villages of the area, each village having one seat. Each village board member is elected by the traditional council or IRA corporation (and, in a few cases, by a second-class city) for that area.

Thus, villages, especially smaller ones in which there is no organized municipality chartered under state law, are represented in the regional planning agency. The provision for regional administration reduces per capita administrative costs which would otherwise absorb most of the program funds if these programs were administered by villages.

The administrative staff of the regional association provides general accounting and auditing services for member villages—conducting training in the bush of village accountants, auditing finances, and reconciling accounts. A village government specialist on the Tanana Chiefs Conference (TCC) staff is responsible for the organic documents of the member villages or village IRA corporations, and he has engaged in the revitalization of moribund traditional councils. Other TCC administrators have assisted villages in writing grant proposals and administering grant funds from federal and state agencies.
Although this program, like the REAAs, has been in operation too short a time to determine its effects on Native self-government in the Unorganized Borough, it does seem to have revived traditional councils in villages and strengthened the roles of federally-chartered IRA corporations in some regions.

Prospects for Regional Governments in the Unorganized Borough. Rural Native Alaska's initial encounter with the concept of regionalism came about with the rise of regional Native associations in the mid-1960s, and the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act helped solidify these new regional identifications with the establishment of twelve regional for-profit corporations. The two major processes of decentralization noted above—REAAs and federal Indian programs—appear to have continued the movement toward the development of regional service delivery systems in the Unorganized Borough.

A major obstacle to the formation of organized borough governments in Alaska's rural regions since statehood has been the absence of adequate property tax bases to support education and other local government programs. We have seen, however, that the state government has taken several steps to remove this obstacle by establishing Regional Education Attendance Areas—a commitment to provide for rural high school programs in rural villages—and making major increases in the funding of public education operating and capital costs. In addition, state-municipal revenue sharing has grown, and it is likely that state funding for education and other local government activities will increase in the future as petroleum revenues flow into the state treasury. As a result, rural areas are facing progressively lower relative costs of incorporating as boroughs or as first-class cities, which are legally obligated to cover a local share of educational costs as well as provide support for other government functions.

At the same time, regional corporations and federal and state resource development agencies are gradually introducing new forms of revenue-generating activity into rural regions. To the extent that such regions develop tax bases—while also benefiting from 100 percent state funding of the capital and operating costs of education as well as from other state services—urban interests will demand that the rural areas begin to assume a greater part of the tax burden. Indeed, several bills have been introduced in the state legislature over the years which would impose property taxes in the unorganized borough. Other related bills have proposed to mandate various forms of borough organization in rural areas, just as Alaska's urban boroughs were forced into existence by the Mandatory Borough Act of 1963. It is likely that proposals for state taxation of property in the unorganized borough and for mandatory borough organization will continue to be made. And pressures to enact them are likely to mount as urban interests perceive growing taxable
resources and activities in at least some of the presently unorganized areas of the state. In the rural Native areas themselves, however, the formation of new structures (REAAs) and the assignment of new quasi-governmental functions to regional nonprofit associations appear to have supported motivations for the formation of regional governments (so long as the Public School Foundation law does not penalize REAAs that become boroughs).

Since the passage of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, only the North Slope has formed a regional unit of general government. We now turn to an extended discussion of the North Slope Borough experience.
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CHAPTER 6

GOVERNMENT AND POLITICS IN THE NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH

The North Slope Borough, incorporated in July 1972, is the only Native-controlled regional government in the state and nation. It is also the largest municipality in land area, embracing approximately 88,000 square miles or 15 percent of the state; it includes the multibillion-dollar Prudhoe Bay oil field development, which directly stimulated the formation of a borough government with power to tax property (see Map 5). Yet, it is also one of the smallest in population, with about 4,300 permanent residents in eight widely dispersed Native villages. We will examine the process of self-government on the North Slope by analyzing:

- The formation of the borough.
- The expansion of borough power after its incorporation.
- The uses of power in protection of the Inupiat people and in the regulation of oil and gas exploration and development in the Arctic.
- The responsibilities of power.
- Some continuing problems in borough government.

History of Borough Formation

The history of the North Slope Borough is directly tied to the development of oil and gas resources on the North Slope. The obvious prior condition for the formation of the borough was the oil and gas discovery at Prudhoe Bay, taxes from which support borough government services and a huge capital improvements program, which is discussed further below. A less obvious condition was the existence of political structures and a leadership corps.

We mentioned above the strength of associations in Barrow before the formation of the Arctic Slope Native Association. Native experience in these associations was a major factor contributing to the early success of the ASNA. The city government, too, had a reputation within the state's Native community for vigorous leadership, as noted in a 1968 editorial in the Tundra Times:

The Barrow city council is known as one of the most effective local governments in northern Alaska—moving forward with energy toward realistic community development. Barrow has zip and go because of its strong local government whose members are calculating and who are not afraid to speak out for their people. . . .
The dynamic leadership in Barrow contrasts to other large Native communities in northern Alaska where governments lack local Native membership, initiative, and confidence.1

This was soil in which the idea of borough government quickly took root. In the formal process of incorporating the borough, however, North Slope leaders had first to overcome the state's reluctance to act upon the incorporation petition and, then, oil industry opposition, which continued in the form of law suits challenging the borough's authority to tax oil company properties at Prudhoe Bay.

The Idea of a North Slope Borough

The move to incorporate a regional government of the North Slope people was probably initiated by Fred Paul, attorney for the Arctic Slope Native Association (ASNA), and Eben Hopson. Reporting on the Federal Field Committee study (Alaska Natives and the Land) in 1969, Paul noted its emphasis on the organization of boroughs, self-government, and local control of planning and zoning, adding:

I plan to suggest immediately that the North Slope together with the Kotzebue election district, and possibly, Nome, form one borough to give such protection in case the Federal Field Committee plan is approved by Congress.2

Thereafter, Paul pursued the matter with officers of the ASNA:

Please be advised that I would like to proceed immediately with the creation of a borough up there and would like to have some direction from you as to what areas we should invite in with us.3

ASNA board member Eben Hopson of Barrow replied that:

The more I think about the prospect of an organized borough, the more I begin to agree with you, that this is perhaps the only way we can have some assurance of control.4

The idea developed in the context of the land-claims movement when the prospect of a favorable settlement for the North Slope appeared dim. But the idea found support and soon existed independently of the land-claims struggle. Paul established contact with the state Local Affairs Agency (LAA), and in response to his invitation, a local government specialist went to Barrow in 1969 to explain the advantages and disadvantages of various types of municipal incorporation. Upon further written advice from LAA, ASNA sent out sample petitions, and Hopson wrote letters to the villages that would be included if a borough were incorporated (the intended boundaries were identical to those of the ASNA). Hopson suggested the borough provide only education and health services areawide. He urged villagers to accept the idea, saying:
We should not feel that we are not ready to assume full responsibility for expanded local self-government because we can hire experts where we need them.\(^5\)

**Stages in Borough Incorporation**

The formal stages in the incorporation of a borough are:

- Circulation of petitions.
- Investigation by the Local Affairs Agency.
- At least one local hearing conducted by the state Local Boundary Commission (LBC).
- A decision meeting of the LBC.
- Following LBC approval, an areawide election.\(^6\)

In January 1971, ASNA prepared petition forms and circulated them among the villages (a step ordinarily performed by the Local Affairs Agency). Petitioners sought incorporation as a first-class borough, for second-class status would not allow a home-rule charter. With no opposition from Eskimos, who comprise about 85 percent of the North Slope’s resident population (which excludes transient workers at Prudhoe Bay), signatures were collected easily and sent on to the LAA. However, the agency initially rejected the petition, claiming that the required 25 percent of the area’s registered voters had not signed it. LAA then discovered that in fact ASNA had secured 121 more signatures than required by law and accepted the petition in May.

Action on borough formation was stymied until mid-November. The official reason for inaction was the need for time to complete the LAA report. In fact, the governor was awaiting the start of the legislative session when several administration bills would be introduced to spread revenues from Prudhoe Bay throughout the Unorganized Borough. When ASNA threatened to seek an injunction to force the governor to direct the LBC to hold hearings on the petition, he complied.

The Local Boundary Commission held a hearing on the ASNA petition in Barrow in early December 1971. The hearing began with Joe Upicksoun, ASNA president, who said the primary motivation behind the proposal was a desire for the “maximum amount of self-determination for the people.” He maintained that existing conditions on the Arctic Slope were deplorable: federal agencies had been the worst violators of the environment; the state had not provided land-use planning; and lack of local government powers threatened to allow depredation of the North Slope comparable to what had
earlier occurred in Nome, Juneau, and Fairbanks. Native village officials were questioned about (1) transportation on the North Slope, (2) number of school-age children who had to go outside their villages to attend school, (3) English language proficiency of the population, and (4) local sentiments on the proposed borough. A major theme in the testimony of Native witnesses was that borough government was necessary in order to provide high school education on the North Slope. (At that time, education was available locally only through the ninth grade.)

Several white officials and consultants also supported the petition: the Barrow city manager, who listed problems that the city of Barrow itself could not resolve and that the state continued to neglect; an ASNA consultant, who argued that the petitioners had already more than fulfilled standards for borough incorporation; a representative from the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA), who found local planning and leadership superior to that at the state level and foresaw no problems in transferring BIA schools to the borough. In fact, only one mildly hostile witness appeared at this hearing (see below).

After compilation of a record on the ASNA petition, the Local Boundary Commission held a decisional meeting in Anchorage in February 1972. Attending this meeting were LBC members (lay persons representing the different regions of the state); officials of the Local Affairs Agency; representatives of ASNA and the Native American Rights Fund (assisting ASNA); and oil company representatives. The chairman of the LBC, a former Alaska Legal Services attorney regarded as sympathetic to the petitioners, dismissed procedural objections from oil company attorneys, saying court rules of evidence did not apply.

There was lengthy discussion about the extent to which the North Slope met the statutory requirements for borough formation. Members of the LBC interpreted their function to be a figurative application of these requirements. For instance, recognizing that North Slope villages had no transportation system interconnections, the members pointed out that transportation to Juneau was even more inconvenient. Members also appear to have been convinced by financial reports, indicating the ability of the new borough to finance school and health services with a low mill rate, and by a report prepared for ASNA by a private consulting firm indicating that the petitioners met incorporation standards. The LBC unanimously approved the petition for establishment of a first-class borough with areawide powers of education, taxation, and planning and zoning.

ASNA could now prepare for an election on the North Slope. The association chartered a plane so that lawyers, ASNA board directors, and candidates for election to the borough assembly could visit all villages in the re-
region (they could not reach Pt. Hope because of bad weather). Voters approved incorporation by a vote of 593 to 33. Eben Hopson, who had resigned from his post in the governor’s office to run for election, won the mayoral race. In a post-election speech, Hopson promised oil companies that the borough would not tax excessively, saying that the millage rate on real property would remain at 5 mills for at least 5 years.

The lieutenant governor of Alaska certified the election on July 1, 1972, but the campaign for borough incorporation had not yet been won. Before considering the legal suits that clouded the grant of borough government power to the North Slope Natives, however, let us examine the role played by the state government.

Role of State Government

We noted that the state had delayed holding hearings on the ASNA petition. The reason for this delay became clear when Governor Egan, in his State of the State message of January 1972, proposed three bills to the legislature: HB 596, to form regional boroughs from the Unorganized Borough; HB 597, to assess and distribute property taxes in the Unorganized Borough; and HB 598, to tax property used for exploration or transportation of unrefined oil and gas. The effect of these bills was to undermine the ASNA petition. The first bill, if enacted, would have removed the power of approving borough formation from the LBC and placed it in the legislature, making unlikely the formation of a North Slope Borough as sought by ASNA. The second bill would have spread tax revenues from Prudhoe Bay throughout the Unorganized Borough, reducing considerably the amount available for use on the North Slope. The third bill would have denied any new borough the power to tax oil or gas properties, leaving untouched the ability of the Kenai Peninsula and Anchorage boroughs to tax such properties.

Kotzebue Native leader Willie Hensley, then a state senator, believed Egan’s proposals would have an adverse effect on the ASNA petition. He asked the legislature to defer consideration of any tax bill for the Unorganized Borough until after the LBC’s decisional hearings in Anchorage. The Egan administration’s legislative package on the Unorganized Borough did receive attention at the LBC meetings. Most LBC members felt the bills stood little chance of passing that legislative session; nonetheless, the oil companies’ lawyer and an ASNA consultant were questioned closely on the specific ramifications of the bills.

The state attorney general also played a role in the state’s apparent opposition to the formation of the borough. In testimony to the local government committee of the state House, he said that revenue from taxation of oil and gas property was a state resource, not the exclusive property of areas where the property was located. And the report of the attorney general sub-
mitted at the time of the Anchorage LBC meeting questioned the North Slope’s qualifications for self-government.  

When the oil companies filed suit against the LBC, protesting its approval of the ASNA petition, Willie Hensley maintained that the Egan administration had urged this action secretly. He said his conversations with oil companies had given him the impression that the attorney general’s office was encouraging a suit. While both the attorney general and the oil companies “categorically denied” they had collaborated to sue over the incorporation of the North Slope Borough, the earlier vacillatory policy of the Egan administration gave credence to the charges.

Oil Company Opposition

Oil company opposition, in fact, had developed slowly. At the Barrow hearing a single lawyer appeared to represent four oil companies. His objections were primarily procedural: the Local Affairs Agency had failed to make its report to the LBC before that hearing; LBC could not legitimately act on the petition because it called for a local government boundary change, which was subject to legislative approval; and the state legislature was in any case obligated to consider the broader statewide implications of organizing a North Slope Borough.  

The companies submitted only two loosely argued statements for the record. The first, submitted by the lawyer representing British Petroleum, Atlantic Richfield, Humble, and Mobil, objected both to the inequity of the incorporation of Prudhoe Bay and to infringement of state interests should the borough be formed. The second was a legal opinion of another attorney, submitted at the request of the Alaska Oil and Gas Association, raising constitutional and statutory objections to borough formation.

The oil companies’ lawyers also attended the decisional hearing in Anchorage. They introduced procedural objections to the way the record had been compiled and to the manner in which testimony had been taken, arguing that this “confused the record” and made it impossible for anyone to learn what the basis of the LBC decision was.

Their substantive objections related to three areas. First, the borough form was inappropriate, for “adequately financed municipalities or special-purpose service areas” would be more effective in meeting needs such as education. Second, Prudhoe Bay would contribute most borough taxes while receiving either no benefits or negative benefits: “the kind of help we’d get might be more than we could stand.” And third, once incorporated, the borough would never again “have to run the gauntlet of state government.”

As we have noted, these arguments did not sway the members of the
Local Boundary Commission. Thus, in late March 1972, seven oil companies and five industrial firms filed a petition in Anchorage Superior Court for judicial review of the LBC finding. The companies also moved for a summary judgment which would stay the holding of North Slope Borough incorporation elections. However, the Superior Court denied a summary judgment in June 1972.

The companies then moved to stay the certification of the borough incorporation by the lieutenant governor, but this motion was also denied by the Superior Court on June 24, 1972, and the petition for judicial review was denied two days later. As a result, the oil companies sued in Superior Court. ASNA applied for permission to intervene in this suit that had been brought against the LBC. (Although ASNA was the proponent, the oil companies did not name it as a party to the suit.) Questioning the impartiality of the attorney general, who represented the LBC, ASNA sought its own representation.

The oil companies made three major arguments to the court. First, the LBC had not properly reviewed the standards of borough incorporation. The LBC had prepared no findings of fact; and as a lay agency, it was incapable of making statutory interpretations. Most important, nothing in the record proved that the geographic and transportation standards had been met.

Second, they argued that Prudhoe Bay had been included within the borough illegally. It was isolated from other populated areas in the borough and more connected with cities outside. It would provide 98.5 percent of the assessed valuation of the borough but would receive no services:

What can the borough give the appellants in the way of protection, opportunity and benefits which bears any fiscal relation to the taxes to be paid by the appellants, which will support virtually all of the borough's functions?

Third, the companies argued that incorporation of the North Slope Borough in effect required a "boundary change" in the Unorganized Borough, and that the LBC was not empowered to make boundary changes by itself. Its discretionary power lay only in "considering" proposed boundary changes and "presenting" them to the legislature. In the opinion of the companies, legislative approval of the petition was necessary, for it would influence the potential tax base of the Unorganized Borough.

In January 1974, the Supreme Court found for the borough and state, rejecting all arguments of the oil companies.

For its first year and a half, then, the North Slope Borough operated without full legal sanction. This period was extremely influential in the de-
termination of the future course of borough operations, and it thus warrants separate consideration.

The Borough at Creation

At its formation in July 1972, the North Slope Borough government totaled eight people: five elected members of the borough assembly; the borough chairman (later changed to mayor); the borough clerk, appointed by the mayor; and one secretary. Their responsibility was to establish a borough in an area that had previously had no regional government. To accomplish this purpose, they had only their personal and political resources. The borough’s “coffers” were empty: it had no funds to pay salaries of the administration or assembly, to rent quarters, hire expertise, procure equipment, or assume responsibilities (especially education) which it was required by law to undertake. Although friends and allies promised support, this, for the most part, could not be realized immediately.

Upon establishment, boroughs are granted $25,000 for start-up costs by the Local Affairs Agency. This money, however, could not be transferred immediately, for LAA required formal notification of certification of the borough’s incorporation. The Ford Foundation had promised $100,000 to the borough, but this too, was some time in coming. The United Presbyterian Church promised $85,000, yet its check did not arrive for several months. An obvious solution—to tax the property at Prudhoe Bay—was not feasible because of the companies’ suit. Until that suit was resolved, oil companies would pay no property taxes to the borough. Caught between the need to spend immediately to fulfill legal obligations, and the lack of resources on hand to spend, the administration and assembly borrowed money from friends and sold revenue anticipation notes.

In short, the creation of the North Slope Borough did not represent the end of conflict. Questions as to its legitimacy as an institution continue today. As we shall note below, the financial basis of the borough has also been under continuous restriction and attack. And borough policies—both those designed to protect Eskimo residents and those planned to regulate the development and use of North Slope nonrenewable and renewable resources—have embroiled the North Slope government with state, national, and international agencies.

Expansion of Borough Power

The Alaska state constitution provides for “maximum local self-government” with the proviso that “a liberal construction shall be given to the powers of local government units” (Article X, Section 1). Further, the constitution stipulates that “a home rule borough or city may exercise all legislative powers not prohibited by law or by charter.”
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ASNA had petitioned the state for incorporation as a fully empowered, first-class borough. In hearings, members of the Local Boundary Commission considered limiting these powers, even to the extent of changing the proposed class from first to second. In their action, they decided to accord the new borough only the mandatory powers of borough governments—those of areawide education, planning and zoning, and assessment and taxation.

**Forming a Home-Rule Borough**

Within a year after the borough had formed—after it had established control over the school system, hired a planning director, and had retained professional planners and assessors to assess real property on the North Slope—the borough mayor and assembly moved toward the formation of a home-rule charter.

The seven members of the Home Rule Charter Commission were popularly elected. They met from February 1973 to February 1974, holding sessions in the outlying villages as well as Barrow. The charter they produced did not differ significantly in form from charters of other Alaska cities and boroughs. It simplified the process of enlarging borough functions by providing a general foundation and by specifying the mechanisms for transfer of village powers to the borough.

The most significant fact about the charter was its frame of reference: it was a “home-rule” constitution for an Alaska Native region, and it provided a source of authority partly independent of the state government. Thus, the borough assembly could enact ordinances which went beyond or otherwise varied from the state municipal code. For instance, it could exempt from property taxation all property valued at less than $20,000 (which meant most Native housing units); it could design special sales and use taxes applying only to the heavy equipment operating at Prudhoe Bay; and it could restrict the sale of municipal property (particularly housing lots) transferred from villages, ensuring that these would not fall into the hands of non-Natives.

**The Power to Tax**

A more important matter was the creation of an independent ability to tax energy resources being exploited at Prudhoe Bay. This process was made tortuous by the strained relations which developed between oil interests and the state legislature during the 1972 session. Instead of enacting legislation on the Unorganized Borough, which would protect company interests at Prudhoe Bay, the liberal 1972 state legislature enacted oil and gas revenue and regulatory legislation.

In response to this legislation, the oil industry threatened to stall con-
struction of the pipeline until 1972 acts were repealed or substantially modified—threats considered seriously in view of the state's economic stake in pipeline construction and the national energy crisis then developing. Therefore, Governor Egan called the legislature into special session in 1973 and urged enactment of new oil tax and regulatory legislation that would alter that passed the previous year. This new legislation included proposals that would have had the effect of depriving the North Slope Borough of most of its authority to tax oil company property.

The borough responded by hiring one of the most effective lobbyists in the state, who negotiated a compromise that left the borough with its tax authority, but limited its rate of property taxation to $1,000 per capita (raised to $1,500 in 1976) and its sales tax on energy exploration and production properties to $1,000 per sale. The state also levied a 20-mill property tax on all oil exploration, production, and transportation property in the state against which oil company taxes paid to the borough would be credited.24

Within a year of this confrontation, borough and oil company officials met to resolve outstanding tax issues. In the words of the mayor:

We got together with the oil corporation lawyers and lobbyists and agreed to the terms of a truce. We settled a $15 million tax dispute for $5 million; agreed to suspend our sales and use tax for a period of time; and the oil corporations agreed not to oppose our Capital Improvement Program and our municipal bond sales.25

The tax settlement enabled the borough to collect taxes owed it by oil companies, retiring outstanding notes. It also allowed the mayor to expand the size of the borough and school district administration, increasing the number of functional departments and borough personnel and developing an apparatus which could administer regionwide programs. And oil company support of the borough's fiscal program enabled the borough to sell bonds to help pay for its capital improvements program (discussed below).26

Transfer of Powers to the Borough

To this point, borough programs had been limited territorially to Barrow, the largest population center on the North Slope, comprising about two-thirds of the 3,600 borough residents in 1972. The new taxing authority made feasible the extension of borough powers areawide to all outlying villages (see Map 6).

Of the eight communities on the North Slope, only the city of Barrow had a population large enough to support some local services before borough formation (see following table). The next two largest communities, Pt. Hope and Wainwright, could support part-time constables but little else. The remaining two original villages, Anaktuvuk Pass and Kaktovik, along with the "pioneer" villages27 of Pt. Lay, Nuiqsut, and Atkasook, were too underpop-
ulated and resource-poor to exercise any of the powers granted Alaska municipalities in state statutes, and two of these later villages remained unincorporated in any case.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Village</th>
<th>Population</th>
<th>Municipal Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Barrow</td>
<td>2,715</td>
<td>First-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Hope</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>Second-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wainwright</td>
<td>429</td>
<td>Second-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaktuvuk Pass</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>Second-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nuiqsut</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Second-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaktovik</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>Second-class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atasook</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>Unincorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pt. Lay</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>Unincorporated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>4,305</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


In addition, centralization of powers in the borough would presumably make more efficient the delivery of services and the administration of borough programs. And centralization would enhance the bargaining power of the borough government vis-a-vis the state and oil companies.

In late 1972, the borough mayor corresponded with mayors of the villages, urging that the villages transfer their municipal powers to the borough. He argued that the borough had the property tax base to support governmental programs that villages lacked. Most villages agreed to transfer the powers sought, but they did not follow procedures mandated by law. In September 1973, the mayor requested the transfer of fifteen major powers (of the twenty-two powers on the state’s municipal list) to the borough, specifying the procedures to be followed in detail. Most villages did so immediately. The borough presently holds these fifteen powers on an areawide basis.

However, some objections, which have slowed the process of borough unification, developed in the course of implementing these powers. In Anaktuvuk Pass, after an expenditure of $2.5 million on the construction of a village school, the contractor employed by the borough administration had not completed the structure. Villagers were dissatisfied with the design and construction and irritated that after such an expenditure they still had no school. They faulted the borough, and some even talked of seceding from it. In Pt. Hope, villagers were promised both new housing and schools and assistance in relocating their village. The borough was slow to keep these promises; when it did so in 1975, its contractors failed to consult with village
people. These villagers too were incensed, and some residents chartered a plane to Barrow and demonstrated at an assembly meeting.28

Finally, on several occasions the city of Barrow has resisted transferring powers to the borough. Partly, the disagreements in this case reflected personal and institutional rivalries between the two government units. But there have also been questions about the borough’s ability to implement programs speedily in the city of Barrow and the legality of borough procedures in acquiring land and structures owned by the city. Notwithstanding these conflicts between the borough and Barrow, Pt. Hope, and Anaktuvuk Pass, the North Slope Borough today is one of the strongest regional governments in the state.

Uses of Power: Protection and Enhancement of the Interests of Alaska Eskimos

In three general areas, the North Slope Borough has used its centralized power effectively to further the interests of Natives. It has acted as the chief spokesman for Natives still engaged in subsistence hunting and fishing; it has designed and initiated a capital improvements program which will improve markedly the living conditions of North Slope residents; and it has enhanced Native cultural identity.

Defense of Native Subsistence

We noted above that state restrictions on subsistence hunting helped stimulate the formation of Native associations in the 1960s. The settlement act made no provisions for subsistence hunting on federal lands (although these have been discussed extensively by the authors of congressional legislation on related Alaska lands issues). After statehood, hunting and fishing were regulated by the state Department of Fish and Game and the Board of Fish and Game (which set limits on annual harvesting).29 These regulations have been enforced upon both Native subsistence hunters and white sport hunters.

In 1976, state fish and game authorities determined that the Arctic caribou herd was declining, due to such factors as natural predation, overgrazing, and increased harvesting. Subsequently, the Department of Fish and Game issued no permits for caribou hunting, making harvesting of caribou illegal throughout this region. These new regulations had little effect upon sport hunters, but they created conditions of hardship for subsistence hunters, particularly for Natives living in interior areas where sources of animal protein other than caribou are not available and where stores frequently do not stock meat products.

The North Slope Borough responded quickly to the “caribou crisis.”
The borough mayor wrote letters of protest and asked other state officials to exert pressure on state fish and game authorities. The borough game management coordinator questioned the methods used by the Department of Fish and Game to determine that there was a decline of the caribou herd. Borough conservation and environmental security department officials collected reports of caribou sightings, which they believed indicated that the herd was near its normal size.

For those areas of the borough especially reliant on caribou meat, the borough administration distributed emergency supplies. Finally, the mayor and assembly set up a special boroughwide fish and game board with representatives from each village, inviting state fish and game officials to meetings of the board. These meetings were an effective mechanism for the expression of protest against state regulations.

In August 1977, the state Fish and Game Board altered regulations to permit hunters to harvest one caribou per license. This change in regulations was due in no small part to pressures from the North Slope Borough.

Then in early 1977, Alaska Eskimos were faced with another crisis—a moratorium on the hunting of bowhead whales, proposed by the International Whaling Commission (IWC) of which the United States was a member. This proposed ban, too, was the result of surveys indicating a decline in the species population. The whale crisis, however, potentially affected Natives far more deeply than regulation of caribou hunting. First, whales are a central part of the culture of the Eskimos in this area. Whaling festivals in the spring are integral parts of community activity. Villagers travel the “festival circuit,” joining festivities in nearby villages. All members of the community, regardless of their success in the hunt, participate in the distribution of food. And festivals are the occasion for Eskimo singing; dancing; the retelling of community legends and tales; and for the exchange of gossip and news among relatives, neighbors, and friends. Second, whale meat and muktuk are essential parts of the Eskimo diet, providing the major source of protein throughout the long winter months. Eskimos who have lived in urban areas of the state for more than a decade still desire this “Eskimo food,” receiving it as barter item, purchase, or gift from those who still whale. Eskimos who are part of the cash economy, holding down permanent, high-paying jobs, may still take “subsistence leave” to join a whaling crew during the spring whaling season. Too, whale byproducts, such as baleen, are among the raw materials used in a revived crafts industry.

The North Slope Borough administration and assembly questioned estimates of the decline of the bowhead. Whalers who were interviewed said those measuring the bowhead population had relied on village hearsay about the number of whales which were struck but lost; they had not seen any sur-
vey team approach the actual whaling areas and thus could not accept as "scientific" the estimates of the decline in this species. Borough leaders also moved vigorously to protest the moratorium. Appearing with supporters from the Canadian Western Arctic, Labrador, and Greenland, Mayor Hopson testified before the National Marine Fisheries Service hearings in Washington in September 1977. He cited aboriginal rights to subsistence bowhead whaling as basic human rights over which the IWC had no jurisdiction. And he called for a cooperative, comprehensive bowhead stocks research and management program to determine whether the bowhead was in fact a depleted species in need of subsistence hunting restrictions.31

Supported by the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation and the Barrow Whaling Captains Association, the borough organized a new Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission; the commission, in turn, authorized Mayor Hopson to speak for Eskimo whalers around the Bering and Arctic coasts. When Hopson returned to Washington to testify before the IWC in October 1977, he was joined by whaling captains as well as Arctic Slope Regional Corporation directors. The borough solicited and gained support from conservation organizations (including the Friends of the Earth and the Sierra Club), the Alaska congressional delegation, and the state administration, as well as from most opinion journals in the state.

The Carter administration did not file an objection to the IWC ruling, but it did respond to Eskimo pressure. At a special December meeting of the IWC in Tokyo, attended by a delegation of Inupiat whalers and state officials, the U.S. succeeded in persuading the IWC to lift the moratorium in exchange for a subsistence quota of twelve whales taken (or eighteen whales struck) for Alaska Eskimos. Initially, Mayor Hopson indicated whalers would ignore the quota; but he retreated from this position, stating that the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission would observe the quota and cooperate with the National Marine Fisheries Service's bowhead research plans for 1978, if the NMFS would recognize the Alaska Eskimo Whaling Commission management plan.

The North Slope Borough has had mixed success in its protection of Native harvesting of caribou and whales. It is clear that the advent of self-government has allowed North Slope Natives to defend their interests in these resources more effectively by organizing scattered communities, gathering data, and by providing a mechanism through which protests can be launched and national attention focused on issues concerning Natives.

Distribution of Public Goods: The Capital Improvements Program

The second general area in which the North Slope Borough has used centralized power to advance Native interests has been the delivery of basic services—education, housing, health care, sanitation and water supply, public
safety, and roads. We indicated above that rural Natives were seriously disad­
vantaged, both socially and economically, when Alaska became a state in
1959. Some of these deficiencies were addressed minimally during the
1960s. For example, on the North Slope, U.S. Navy Department authorities
in 1962 finally permitted Natives to purchase natural gas from the Naval Pet­
roleum Reserve at a price only slightly above cost. A twelve-bed Public
Health Service hospital was built in Barrow in 1964, and sporadic efforts
were made to increase funding for the local BIA schools. But a manpower
center was not opened in Barrow until 1970, and the housing needs of Na­
tives were recognized only through federal mortgage loans advanced to the
most creditworthy (fewer than forty loans were granted North Slope Natives
during the 1960s).

Education was considered the most serious problem, and concern over
sending children more than 1,000 miles away to boarding schools for a high
school education was one of the important factors supporting borough for­
mation. In 1972, the borough began to assume responsibility for education
areawide. This imposed great financial burdens, for state-operated schools in
the area were not constructed soundly (the state fire marshall declared them
unsafe in 1973), and the BIA did not honor its promise to provide transition­
al funding and improvements to the schools that it transferred to the bor­
ough school district. The immediate need for construction of new schools,
the accumulating problems with substandard housing, the lack of compre­
hensive health care, lack of garbage and sewage systems, and the like, explain
the borough’s haste in designing and implementing a capital improvements
program (CIP).

The basic CIP design was completed in May 1974, with these stated
goals:

This is ... a program designed to provide a basic level of public facilities and ser­
vices which should be in existence now and should, in fact, have been here for
many years. It is a program to provide basic public facilities and services that do not
now exist—that have never existed here. . . . \(^2\)

The CIP was initially planned to implement basic services within a per­
iod of 6 years at a projected cost exceeding $60 million; the projected cost
now exceeds $375 million. The program began in 1975 with construction of
a school at Anaktuvuk Pass, a vocational-education technology building in
Barrow, and low-income housing units in all villages on the North Slope; it
also included construction of roads and airports and installation of electric
generators.

However, within one year, this program had encountered problems in
the management of construction, in supply of labor to complete projects,
and in the inflated costs and financial underwriting of the CIP. From 1972
until 1978, the borough asked interested firms to submit proposals. The firms were then graded on a point system based on previous construction experience in the Arctic, cost, and on likelihood of successful implementation of borough employment goals.

This management system was designed to employ a local labor force, using outsiders only for supervisory tasks. A vital objective of the program was thus to provide jobs for North Slope Natives and to train them in construction skills. But the goals of efficiency and speed in basic construction soon conflicted with the goals of employing local laborers and using “supervisory teams.” In most of the villages, trained workers were not available. Management firms were not equipped to train workers and thus were saddled with employees who could not complete the tasks required and who quit or were fired for failure to perform (the turnover rate of Native employees on some projects exceeded 50 percent). Requisite planning was not done before some projects were initiated, resulting in costly delays and in the simultaneous construction of more than one project in villages too small to provide enough laborers. This, in turn, led to the importation of outsiders, antagonizing Natives who had been promised that only Natives would gain jobs from the CIP. Moreover, inflation consequent to pipeline construction, and the very high costs of Arctic construction generally (between three and three-and-a-half times higher than that of Seattle, Washington), made early estimates of CIP costs unrealistic, forcing the borough administration to seek additional funding authorization from the borough assembly to complete projects.

Finally, the state legislature’s per capita limitation on the borough’s property taxing authority impaired planning of the CIP. In order to circumvent revenue limits, the mayor used a provision of state law which seemed to allow local governments to tax without limitation to pay off bonds. The oil companies in 1976 sued the borough over its interpretation of this provision (Sohio Petroleum, et al. v. State of Alaska, et al.), and the suit temporarily prevented the borough from marketing additional general-obligation bonds. This brought most construction programs to a halt. More than 200 borough workers were laid off, and CIP projects, except for those nearly completed, were closed down. Continuing CIP projects were funded from the borough’s operating budget, and local taxes were increased. In the 1977 legislative session, the borough’s lobbyist and his allies succeeded in attaching an amendment to a general authorization bill which explicitly allowed municipalities to tax without limit in order to finance interest and repayment of bonds. This permitted the borough to sell $50 million more in bonds and resume CIP projects. The legislation was later ruled unconstitutional in the lower courts; upon appeal, however, its constitutionality was affirmed by the state supreme court. 33

When CIP funding was jeopardized, the borough revised its capital im-
provements program, limiting construction to life, health, safety, and basic support projects for each village. With a more secure guarantee of funding, the borough resumed its extensive housing and school construction programs.

The borough’s 5 years of experience with major capital projects indicates both successes and failures. The package of programs was optimistic and was adversely affected by labor supply conditions, variable financing, cost inflation, and management deficiencies. On the other hand, the borough has almost eliminated unemployment on the North Slope, providing jobs for virtually all who apply, and it has begun to improve village services systematically.

Enhancement of Cultural Identity

A third general area in which the borough has used centralized power has been in the enhancement of the status of Native (particularly Eskimo) Alaskans through a cultural renaissance movement with political overtones. In the 1960s, leaders of the Arctic Slope Native Association were quick to criticize the Bureau of Indian Affairs for educational programs that aimed to assimilate Eskimos. Not only was educational opportunity limited to a few who were sent outside the region to high school and college, but programs within the region were conducted solely in English and geared toward the assimilation of Natives into white society. Eskimo children were punished if caught speaking Inupiat in school; they were not taught the history of their culture; and they were taught by whites who were often prejudiced against Native students.

The formation of the borough made possible the creation of the North Slope Borough Independent School District. For the first time, Natives could elect members of the school board and through it control the school budget, hire and fire superintendents, and influence teaching and programs in individual schools. We have noted the impetus given school construction, so that today there are high school programs in each of the original villages of the North Slope (a development at least 2 years ahead of other regions in rural Alaska). A cultural enrichment program for students having problems with English, established under the Barrow Literacy Program in 1971, was incorporated into a boroughwide bilingual, bicultural education program by the borough school district in 1973. Bilingual education courses were introduced in the elementary schools, as were programs in Inupiat culture, history, and (for high school students) courses in the land claims movement and settlement act. Moreover, more than 100 North Slope Natives have been hired to serve as teachers’ aides in the schools.

The borough’s activities in education have now gone beyond secondary schools. The problems of preparing Natives to teach in the schools, manage
lands and enterprises of the regional and village corporations, and perform administrative roles in the borough government have motivated leaders to seek development of a postsecondary institution on the North Slope. Initially, the University of Alaska, through its Extension and Continuing Education Center, sponsored several courses in Barrow and supplied an extension director there. Conflicts between the director and the borough administration developed almost immediately over the program offerings and financing of this center. With a change in directors, the extension center began to respond to local pressures and offered courses in the 1975-76 academic year. However, irregularities developed in the assignment of credit for these courses and in payment of faculty, leading to the indictment of the acting director and bookkeeper. Consequently, the borough’s postsecondary education commission withdrew support from University of Alaska programs and established the private, nonprofit Inupiat University:

The borough mayor and other leaders have strongly supported a university in the Arctic; the borough assembly in mid-1977 authorized $500,000 for the recruitment of a faculty and program administration, albeit with several reservations. Direct borough funding of the private university program was challenged in the courts, however. For a time, the borough maintained the program through contracts for research. But with continued questions as to the legal status of the university and some dissatisfaction over its program, the borough assembly in 1979 terminated funding.

As part of his campaign to establish the North Slope Borough “as a kind of Arctic beachhead of Inupiat self-determination,” Mayor Hopson called a conference of Inupiat peoples in Barrow during mid-June 1977. The direct motivation for this Inuit Circumpolar Conference (ICC) was the offshore drilling by Dome Petroleum in Mackenzie Bay off the Canadian Arctic coast—drilling that had already resulted in one major blowout. Canadian Inuit had asked Hopson to intercede in protesting this action in the United States (which he did during his congressional race in 1976) and in applying pressure on the Canadian government. Delegates from Canada, Greenland, and Alaska attended the Inuit Circumpolar Conference. The primary focus of their attention was Arctic conservation and environmental protection—the development of an international Arctic policy which would respond to accelerated resource development activities in the circumpolar region, especially drilling in the Outer Continental Shelf. A comprehensive range of other issues was also considered: land claims, bilingual education and the development of a common Inupiat orthography, educational and governmental exchange programs, village health and education programs, new village information technologies, defense of subsistence resource uses, and military activities in the Arctic.

Of the seventeen resolutions endorsed by conferees, the most signifi-
cant was the “creation of an international organization of Inuit to study, discuss, represent, lobby, and protect” the interests of Inuit on an international level. Mayor Hopson was elected chairman of the conference, and he committed the services of the borough for all ongoing ICC business until the international organization was firmly established. Charlie Edwardsen became chairman of the interim committee, the board administering the ICC until a permanent charter is adopted. With an intended budget of $1.5 million, the interim committee has already been active in support of the Committee for Original People’s Entitlement (COPE) land-claims movement in Canada’s western Arctic region, and in the home-rule movement of Greenland’s Inupiat.

Cultural renaissance has not been limited to the North Slope. In pursuing its multiple goals, the borough has adopted an “Inupiat world view” and become the most important element in its implementation.

Uses of Power: Regulation of Energy Exploration and Development

Oil and gas discoveries at Prudhoe Bay in 1968 made possible the relatively generous cash compensation in the Native claims settlement and the birth of the North Slope Borough. Appearances to the contrary, the borough government has not opposed the development of energy resources in the Arctic. Its economic security depends on this development. But since its creation, the borough has been steadfast in its intent to regulate the manner in which oil and gas resources of the North Slope are explored and developed. We are concerned here with the effect the borough has had on both established centers (Prudhoe Bay) and new and prospective energy complexes on the Arctic Slope.

Prudhoe Bay

The borough’s path toward regulation of oil development at Prudhoe Bay has been covered with obstacles limiting the application of its power as a municipal government. Foremost of these obstacles is that the Prudhoe Bay discovery was made on lands selected by the state in the early 1960s and leased from the state; its facilities were developed under the general provisions of state law and were partly in place when the borough opened its doors in 1972. The borough was thus powerless to influence the siting of facilities planned at that time. Nor could it influence the way oil property was assessed, since this was and is determined by the state’s Department of Revenue. Moreover, approximately 98 percent of the borough’s taxes are paid by companies at Prudhoe Bay, taxes which supply two-thirds of the operating revenues of the borough. In any legal conflict with oil companies operating at Prudhoe, the companies have had the opportunity to stop payment of taxes, bringing borough programs to a halt.
These constraints seem to preclude any borough participation in the regulation of the operation at Prudhoe Bay. Yet borough leaders have perceived a series of threats from that source; the most serious of these is the establishment of a permanent settlement of non-Natives. Currently, only a few whites (Federal Aviation Administration employees and their families) are residents at Prudhoe Bay, and oil company officials have disclaimed any intention of developing a permanent community. Nevertheless, at some point, these intentions might change—especially in the event of substantial offshore drilling or major petroleum developments elsewhere on the North Slope, and the possibility of future permanent settlements is treated as though it were actual. “White beachheads” in the Arctic are feared for several reasons: they would add to the pressure on a very fragile ecosystem; they might seriously disrupt fish and game populations and habitats; they might require the installation of expensive service institutions; and they would introduce whites into borough politics as voters, capable of changing borough assemblies and administrations. They are thus perceived as a major threat to Inupiat self-determination. Borough leaders have also been concerned with the expansion of camp and service facilities at Prudhoe Bay, with exploitation of sand and gravel resources and with the careless operation of equipment, which has already resulted in environmental damage.

These threats and problems growing from oil development at Prudhoe Bay have inspired a series of tactics. Especially through changes in its taxing system, the borough has made companies pay attention to borough programs (particularly the CIP) and policies and attempt to anticipate them by attending assembly meetings and negotiating with the borough mayor. The mayor’s office regularly criticizes and protests objectionable changes in company policy. These are confrontation tactics which seek to focus attention on problems over which the borough has little control.

To date, the borough has been more effective by using its derived state powers in regulating new developments and maintaining standards applied to old. Any new construction undertaken at Prudhoe Bay must be reviewed by the borough planning commission. Oil industry representatives have been invited to meet with the planning commission regularly and to sit on a borough committee, although such a working relationship has yet to solidify. The borough has also gained recognition as a commenting agency on all industry requests to the state for use of gravel and water on the North Slope.

New Energy Developments

The borough has had the opportunity for somewhat greater participation in the planning and regulation of newly developing energy complexes on the North Slope. At present, exploratory drilling is taking place in the National Petroleum Reserve (formerly Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4, the 23-million-acre reserve now administered by the Interior Department), on Jones
Island, and on the lands of regional and village corporations. Borough policy here is constrained by federal as well as state policy, and the borough has avoided any interference with the petroleum development interests of the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation, which has invested more than $5 million in drilling activities.

Nevertheless, none of the new development areas is yet an established industrial community, and the borough has opportunities to regulate through its planning and zoning powers and through the creation of special service districts. Another means of borough influence is its participation in environmental impact reviews. Environmental impact statements (EIS) are required by the federal government and are increasingly used by the state government prior to exploration for energy resources. Federal regulations mandate a role for regional and local governments in preparation of EIS's. Thus, the borough may now conduct hearings on the potential impacts of future energy development projects on the North Slope. On the basis of these hearings and its investigations (which include attention to traditional land uses), the borough may recommend against the issuance of drilling permits. The formation of a federal-state-local task force on the National Petroleum Reserve and the borough's participation in the Alaska Coastal Zone Policy Council gave North Slope peoples greater influence than they had previously over the pattern of energy development. Yet these task forces and councils have been advisory, and both state and federal government proceeded with Beaufort Sea oil and gas lease sales in 1979 despite the borough's opposition to development north of the barrier reef.

The most serious challenges to the borough's regulatory capability are still on the horizon. Oil drilling will begin in the American Beaufort sea; other energy-related developments will occur in the Arctic coastal zone; the North Slope haul road—used in construction of the trans-Alaska pipeline—will be opened for public use; and other areas will be opened for resource development on the Arctic Slope. Because the borough is now an established regional government, its regulatory authority is likely to become increasingly effective in the future. For example, through both confrontation and cooperative tactics, the borough has been able to play a role in the design of the exploratory program that is occurring in the Beaufort Sea, and the borough has filed suits against the state and federal government for its sale of Beaufort Sea leases north of the barrier reef, where, in the opinion of the borough, it is unsafe to explore for oil and gas.

Responsibilities of Power

To this point, we have discussed the North Slope Borough as though it were only comprised of its mayor, administration, and assembly. We now consider the bases of borough power in the Inupiat of the Arctic Slope, and
look at their evaluation of the effectiveness of the borough government and its representation of their interests.

Borough Effectiveness

A recent survey of the borough population indicates a high degree of satisfaction with borough efforts to improve the delivery of services in Barrow and the other villages. The largest percentage of the respondents (83 percent) thought the borough was meeting their needs, as opposed to village and regional corporations (80 percent), village councils (54 percent), state (40 percent), and federal government (52 percent), and private industry. Twice as many thought the borough was the “best level of government for the North Slope” as compared to its nearest competitor, village corporations. 34

Almost all Inupiat benefit from the borough school system. Many low-income persons have already moved into subsidized housing. Health care facilities (in particular clinics) and diagnostic aid have spread areawide. Roads are improved, and the difficult problems of communication between villages and movements of goods and ideas across the North Slope have been partially alleviated by increases in both scheduled and chartered flights and by the development of telecommunications. The borough’s greatest impact locally has been in reducing unemployment and implementing a cash economy through hiring for its CIP projects and its sizable government bureaucracy. And these developments have further reduced the economic isolation of north Alaska. In all these areas, the survey indicated a high degree of satisfaction with borough programs.

Given its achievements in such a short time, borough residents appear tolerant of the occasional lapses and the inability of the borough to provide sanitary water supplies, reliable waste disposal, and other services.

Continuing Problems in Borough Administration

Serious complaints have been made, however, about the structure and functioning of borough administration. The borough administration has grown rapidly. Whereas three administrators manned the borough in 1972, by the close of 1979, the borough payroll had expanded to 850 (comprised of 300 general government health and public works employees, 200 CIP construction workers, and 350 school district teachers, aides, and staff)—a ratio of one borough employee for every two members of the North Slope civilian resident labor force. Starting with a school board, administrative office, and planning office, the borough today includes ten departments. The borough’s first budget amounted to about $500,000, while that for the 1979-80 fiscal year totalled more than $74 million.

This geometric increase in size of the borough bureaucracy has compli-
cated intraborough communication. Directors are sometimes not apprised of parallel developments in sister departments. Borough personnel sometimes learn about "borough policy" only after it has been articulated by the mayor. Thus, the growth in the size and complexity of the borough has not been matched by a tightening of the borough as an organization. In the words of one informant, the borough governs from "crisis to crisis," unable to pull its disparate functions into a unified structure to plan and act coherently. The training of borough personnel is also at issue. To date, effective preservice or in-service training programs have not been developed for technical or managerial personnel, and the narrow circle from which employees are drawn puts natural limits on the manpower pool.

Another problem since borough formation has been the employment of whites as staff directors and consultants. Lacking individuals qualified in specialized functions, the borough in 1972 had no choice but to seek whites as department directors and key staff members. While some Native leaders hope the borough will soon have an "all-Native" administration, relatively few Native employees have been trained to assume directorships and other leadership roles in the department structure.

To date, however, most complaints about the borough administration have come from rival factions of leaders rather than from villagers. And most of the criticism must be balanced by recognition of the obvious fact that the borough is not a normal government bureaucracy operating in a settled political environment.

Representation of Interests

Does the borough represent the people and enhance the control they exercise over their lives? If we apply textbook notions of democratic representation, we would need to answer that it does not.

First, villages outside Barrow are not always represented in the political decision making of the borough. Instead of electing assemblymen from separate districts, they are elected at-large. This has resulted in the election of assemblies that overrepresent Barrow and underrepresent other North Slope villages. In fact, for more than one year, no representative from any of the other villages held a seat on the assembly. Each village is represented on borough commissions—History and Culture, Planning, Fish and Game, and Health—but the effectiveness of these delegates varies considerably. Each village has a coordinator who was to have been an intermediary between borough and resident; this system broke down soon after it was initiated, and it has not been redesigned. To gain representation, then, village residents have had to charter planes to Barrow and appear at special or regular assembly meetings. Their need to do this implies that the assembly and administration sometimes overlook village interests.
Representation in borough government of organized interests on the North Slope is more complex. Officials of the Arctic Slope Regional Corporation (ASRC) dominate the borough assembly, but they have limited influence on the administration. The borough has a “strong mayoral” form of government in that the mayor is the undisputed master of the executive agencies of government and has substantial legislative powers in the form of budget-making and opportunity to propose ordinances; thus, the ASRC influence is muted. Although ASRC members of the assembly vote as a block on budgetary issues and can force confrontations, they rarely have disapproved of administration proposals. The major taxpayers of the borough—the oil companies and industries at Prudhoe Bay—are not represented in either the assembly or the borough administration. While this violates some tenets of representative government, the adversary relationship between the borough and the oil companies (registered through an 8-year history of lawsuits) provides oil industry interests the functional equivalent of representation in decision making.

Natives as individuals are represented in the borough—although this requires that they become personally active. The mayor and borough administrators have an open-door policy toward residents and appear seriously concerned with their welfare. The borough population is not yet so large that this mechanism cannot work to represent diverse interests. Its defect is that it rewards primarily the self-confident and poised.

The borough government’s legitimacy rests most soundly on what could be called “traditional representation.” Most people appear to feel that the borough government and particularly the mayor are actively representing their interests. The mayor has a sense of community needs, wants, and aspirations, which he expresses cogently and persuasively within the administration and assembly and aggressively in negotiations with state and federal agencies.

While it cannot be said that individual residents of the North Slope invariably have an input into political decision making, it does seem safe to say that collective Eskimo interests are represented and that the borough is very responsive to them. This makes the North Slope Borough qualitatively superior to any other “government” Alaska Natives have ever had.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSIONS

We have traced changes in rural Native Alaska from the granting of statehood to 1980, a 20-year period during which the United States and Alaska have passed into a new political generation. The central theme of this analysis has been the development of Native self-government. Initially, we specified four measures of self-government: (1) the development of Native political, social, and economic structures which pursue Native goals; (2) increased Native participation in local, state, and federal government programs affecting them and Native influence on program goals; (3) development of economic security and a capability to protect Native cultural and environmental values; and (4) altered Native perceptions, reflecting belief in greater control over individual and community life. We now summarize our findings on these four measures and assess the changing value of Native identity as Alaska Natives achieve some measure of self-rule.

Structural Development and Adaptation

Within a decade of statehood, a dozen Native regional associations had formed and begun to work together in a statewide federation. The associations developed to protect Native interests in land; during the land claims movement, these associations for concentrated, dynamic political action became truly multifunctional organizations with a broad range of interests.

Upon reaching their goals in the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act of 1971 (ANCSA), Native associations did not wither away. Instead, these loosely structured, socio-political-economic associations divided on the basis of primary functions. ANCSA provided for the formation of twelve Native regional for-profit corporations and more than 200 village corporations. In each of the Native regions, a new economic corporation was formed with a defined economic purpose: making money. And these regional business corporations in turn aided the formation of corporations in rural Alaska Native villages.

While economic in form and purpose, the Native corporations have also gained new political influence in their regions. They control current and potential resources that are of overwhelming importance to their communities; many of their officers were the regional association leaders during the land claims movement. In fact, in all Native regions of the state except the North Slope, the regional corporation has become the premier political organization for Natives.

The parent Native regional associations were, for a time, in danger of
succumbing for want of resources to exercise their social service functions. However, the federal decentralization of Indian programs gave them the opportunity to contract directly for Indian funds, and many associations have also received grants-in-aid from federal and state agencies and grants from private foundations. Too, several associations have received support from the new regional economic corporations. These developments have enabled the nonprofit associations to fund health and social service programs in their regions and to exercise political roles as quasi-governments. Another Native-controlled social and political structure, the Regional Education Attendance Area (REAA), has an even shorter history, and it commands significant resources and exercises other political functions in Native-majority areas of the Unorganized Borough.

Of all Native regions in rural Alaska, only the North Slope people have formed a borough government; it is, in fact, unique nationwide, being the only Native-controlled (nontribal) regional government. The significance of borough formation on the North Slope is that it has resulted in increased Native power at the regional level. And the regional corporation, which participates in borough government through membership on the borough assembly and interlocking relationships with borough administrators, is a partner of the borough in the enterprise of Inupiat self-government.

Strong regional corporations in other regions—for example, NANA, in collaboration with Mauneluk, the regional nonprofit corporation—have developed great influence within their regions as well. But these regions have not yet faced the tremendous pressures of energy development which have hit the North Slope, making comparisons difficult. The borough itself is in its first stage of political development; it has yet to firmly establish its place in the larger political environment and to order and stabilize its relationships with powerful external agencies affecting the borough's fortunes. It has survived to date, and if it were not for the fact of its current heavy dependence on an oil economy of limited life, its prospects would seem very favorable indeed. It is this condition that presents the borough with its greatest long-term challenge.

Most rural Alaska Natives still reside in the Unorganized Borough. Only in the last year has there been any serious attempt by Native organizations to establish regional governments in that area. The benefits of borough government in Alaska are control over education; resource development; and, more generally, social change in a region. The principal cost is taxation. At present and for the near future, costs seem to outweigh benefits in the eyes of most rural Native leaders.

We have considered the balance of costs and benefits of borough government above, both respecting the North Slope Borough and Native com-
munities in the Unorganized Borough. In the Unorganized Borough, REAAs funded by the state appear to give Natives greater control over education than they have had previously, and without having to bear the cost burden locally. And in most areas of the Unorganized Borough, there has not yet been any major development of nonrenewable resources that would either necessitate a strong regional governmental organization or provide the tax revenues to support it. On the North Slope, on the other hand, control over education was a chief factor motivating creation of the borough (it was formed 3 years before the advent of the REAAs). Further, current, in-place development of oil and gas resources at Prudhoe Bay, exploratory activity in the National Petroleum Reserve, and plans for the leasing of offshore areas all argue strongly for a government with strong regulatory powers. And Prudhoe Bay in particular provided not only the financial means for borough government and local public education programs, but an unparalleled economic opportunity for the people of the North Slope.

Another issue may, however, eventually force some form of regional governmental development in rural Alaska. This is the issue of statewide property taxation, an issue that has been raised many times since statehood by urban interests which perceive inequities in the present system and increasing property values in untaxed rural areas. The issue is a real and important one, for it concerns the equitability of the distribution of benefits from resource development, which will naturally occur unevenly throughout the state, and the distribution of the costs of education and government services available statewide.

In general, the period since statehood has seen an explosion of organizational development in rural Native communities. These organizations are Native-controlled, and for the most part, they pursue Native goals. They represent a regionalization and advancement of Native politics and social life which was unimagined before statehood.

Native Participation in Governmental Programs: Organizational and Individual

For much of their history in white-dominated Alaska, Natives have been treated as wards of the federal government and second-class citizens of their territory and state. We noted the great change in direction and intensity of group participation of Natives—partly inspired by radical departures from paternalism during the antipoverty campaigns, partly caused by the organization and mobilization of Native leaders and groups to settle land claims. ANCSA did not extinguish all obligations of the federal government to Alaska Natives, but it did engineer a new method of program administration emphasizing self-determination.
The Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act of 1975 (PL 93-638) brought federal paternalism another step closer to an end. Now, "tribal groups"—meaning, in Alaska, almost any Native village or regional association—can contract directly for program funds in health, education, and social services. These programs still depend on federal regulations and the vagaries of federal funding, but they represent the most control Natives have had to date over Indian funds. Potentially more significant, regional Native associations have contracted for grants that are given on a nondiscriminatory basis—as in housing and economic development.

Regarding programs of the State of Alaska, Native organizations have had somewhat less opportunity to participate. The one very significant exception we noted above was state decentralization of education in the Unorganized Borough. This has permitted homogeneous Native regions, in most cases discrete sections of regional corporation areas, to have their own school districts, hire and fire teachers, and design curricula; this has been done without any direct cost to the Native regions concerned.

At the statewide level, Natives have been at a disadvantage if only because they are a minority of the state's population. In 1980, Natives are still twice as likely to reside in rural areas as in cities. A "bush caucus" has operated in the state legislature, and it has developed coalitions with other areas, enabling it to at least hold its own in state policy matters of special concern to Native interests. When the state legislature is reapportioned following the 1980 census, however, this caucus may lose power to the growing urban areas of the state, particularly to Anchorage.

Concerning, then, the participation of Native organizations in local, state, and federal programs, our findings are positive. There has been decentralization of federal and state programs to the regional level in rural Alaska, and Native associations (primarily nonprofit) have had an impact on them. However, it should be kept in mind that these Native associations lack secure resources to this day.

Our prognosis about individual Native participation in government programs is mixed. We have focused on Native organizations in this study, which naturally leads to a division of individuals into the classes of "leader" and "follower." There has been a great expansion in the size of the Native leadership echelon during the past 20 years. Furthermore, there has been a subtle change in the character of leadership. The current leaders of Native communities are far better educated, younger, and likely to be more adapted culturally than any previous group of Native leaders in the state. Without attitudinal data, we hesitate to call these leaders "assimilated," but they do appear to be "patrons and brokers" with respect to their traditional cultures. These leaders participate actively in program administration and design, and they
are influential in regional and statewide politics.

Most villagers, on the other hand, seem for the most part to have been left behind. Native followers have not participated actively in Western style organizations. The increased number of such organizations operating in Native areas means there is a serious undersupply of active organizational members. Thus, despite an overall increase in Native public participation, this participation is spread across more groups and is thus diluted.

The North Slope Borough case gave us an opportunity to examine this phenomenon. More North Slope Natives now participate in government programs than at any time previously, but this participation is passive. They participate as borough employees and as consumers of government services, becoming active in borough decision making primarily when their employment and service expectations are not met. This particular condition does not clearly distinguish the people of the North Slope from the people of Anchorage or Fairbanks. Indeed, it is a common pattern in Western democracies. But the relative prominence of the borough in the lives of North Slope Natives suggests that opportunities and incentives for their participation should be provided in greater degrees as well.

Economic Security and the Protection of Native Values

The Native Land Claims Settlement Act of 1971 seemed a boon for Natives. It settled close to $1 billion and 40 million acres on them, which promised economic security of a kind not imagined previously. While inflation has devalued this monetary settlement, the oil and gas discovery at Prudhoe Bay, oil pipeline construction, and the U.S. energy crisis have revalued the settlement in land in many parts of rural Alaska. However, delays in obtaining title continue to retard Native land development. By mid-1978, only 12 percent of land selected by regional corporations had been conveyed to them.

Native for-profit corporations have been the chief vector for development of economic security in Native communities. Some Native regional corporations have so far failed to make profits; a few small village corporations, in particular, have made serious errors in investments and have lost assets. The mistakes made by corporations have not been entirely the mistakes of Native decision-makers, for many Native corporations have lacked trained managers and have relied heavily on white expertise. The maturity and sophistication of Native corporation leaders is evidenced in their recognition that economic self-determination is an arduous process with no easy routes to success.

ANCSA has not made Natives rich and secure, but it has materially im-
proved the outlook for Native communities, most of which were once barren of any capital or jobs. There is little doubt that most rural Alaska Natives are better off today than they were 20 years ago. But only on the North Slope has there developed a "full-employment" community where virtually any adult is able to gain employment, and this has been due primarily to a borough government empowered to draw on the Prudhoe Bay tax base.

The future of the land-claims settlement is, however, not entirely auspicious. The Native corporations are fiduciary structures, holding land and cash in trust for Native shareholders who cannot alienate stock until 1992. At that time, they must of necessity compete with large non-Native corporations which have increasingly come to dominate the capital sector in Alaska. Most important, the land for which rural Alaska Natives have fought such a long campaign may come into the open market, up for sale to the highest bidders. Stockholders in some regional corporations are already anxious to increase the size of short-term rewards at the cost of permanent gains. To preserve and expand the value of their capital in land, Alaska Natives must now learn to play an entirely new game.

There is, of course, an ambivalent relationship between the development of economic security and the protection of Native values in their culture and environment. The economic corporations possess resources that can be used to protect subsistence values—aboriginal hunting and fishing and the values, norms, and rituals that go with it. Work on the borough capital improvements program on the North Slope has provided subsistence hunters with the resources, for instance, to buy new equipment to outfit a whaling crew. But the relationship is not, by nature, a direct and positive one; in fact, it seems equally likely that it will be contradictory: capitalist development in Native communities will conflict with subsistence (and environmental) protection. This contradiction has already appeared in relations between borough villages and regional corporations on the North Slope.

Native Perceptions of Self and Community Control

We lack data on the impact of the land claims movement and ANCSA on the attitudes of leaders and followers in Native communities. But it is our impression that there has been an increase in the sense of power over one's environment, an enhanced efficacy of Native individuals and groups.

Native members of village and regional corporations can now influence the direction of investment and corporation policy in their area. Proxy battles and shareholder participation provide some evidence of this development, as does the increased pattern of Native political participation (in local, state, and national elections) since statehood. There also seem to have been impressive gains in feelings of self-respect and confidence. Two examples
may capture these changed perceptions and feelings:

A young Eskimo woman, born in Kotzebue but now resident in Barrow, describes how happy she is to be leaving the North Slope:

"I couldn't wait to get out. ... The place is so isolated. ... There's so much money there and yet things don't work ... like the toilets at the airport and hotel have been stopped up for months. ... But there's a different kind of feeling there. I don't speak Inupiaq at all; my mother never taught it to me, but there, many of the young people speak it. And it's so political. ... But you know, one thing about Barrow that you don't see anywhere else in the state (and I've been in a lot of villages) is that the Eskimos run it. It's their town and their region.

And a regional planner, expecting to find that people would resent the large number of whites who have come to the North Slope since oil and gas development, was surprised that the people she interviewed were not seriously disturbed by the influx:

They see more Tanniks [whites] now than before, and it bothers them, of course. But they think Tannik-Eskimo relations are better. ... Now, you see, whites aren't always the bosses ... and they feel they have more of a say.

These examples come from the North Slope and are probably not representative of Native perceptions and experiences elsewhere. A broader view is expressed by Mayor Eben Hopson:

Local government is, after all, the political foundation of America, and is a natural result of frontier resource development. Local government in rural Alaska will be one sure lasting benefit of our national exploitation of Alaska's nonrenewable resources.

Resource exploitation in the north may be a condition of self-government for Alaska Natives elsewhere as well as for the Inupiat of the North Slope. But Native leaders know that the benefits and costs of northern development are not always in balance or justly distributed. Their continuing challenge is to turn such development to the longer-term support of Alaska Native self-government.
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